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POETRY
Award Citation from Judge Amish Trivedi: There is something incredibly surprising in the first-place poem “How to Appreciate Films” by Josey Chumney, the way that it twists and turns its
way between an actual list of suggestions (and imperatives) and
some kind of internal struggle for the narrator. I was blown away at
the first mention of something medical, which is sonogram, something which feels like it could be both a magical moment and a moment of real horror for the parents. There’s something wonderfully
dialectical in this poem—the way it contradicts itself giving us two
truths at the same time. The line “Watch rom-coms. Do not believe
rom-coms” signals the ideological nature of the romantic comedy,
trying to make us buy into the version of love that they are selling
because they are selling us so much more when we invest in idealized versions of love. What is at the center of this poem is something rather sinister, a hint of isolation that the world of film watching might draw us into, but a kind of material understanding life
outside of that as well. There is an understanding of trauma here
that we understand both from films and from living that makes this
poem particular engaging.
Sometimes you return to a poem because you find yourself captured by its language. In Liam Carey’s “Watching California Burn,”
the second-place poem, everything seems just slightly off: the way
there is no direct alliteration, but rather you end up hearing the
echoes that bounce off one another as you read through. This is
what brings you back your first time. But then you start to notice
the way in which the poet here turns unexpectedly at moments
where you, as a reader, feel like you know where you’re headed. Are
“eyes [that] glittered like black ice” really dead on the inside, dull, faded, so you slip across without warning? We tend to be really drawn
in by eyes, it seems, especially when, like fire itself, there’s something
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bright inside them. But sometimes we’re drawn into them by their
absence, when there is something missing that we cannot grasp. The
narrator here pulls us into the experience of watching something
unstoppable, something that cannot be handled by anything we
have invented. We’re limited by what we see, by what we experience,
and in this poem, we’re left to watch everything become dust because we cannot save it.
Within “Anyway,” the third-place poem by John Hydrisko, is a secret
love poem, buried in the floorboards, hidden away. It’s what draws
us back into it because there is something we cannot quite capture
on first read but which does not get dismissed either. “But theres
(sic) a wisp of something in the air” that we want to put our finger on but can’t quite get there. There is a person unseen in this
poem— but only by us as reader. The narrator is fully aware they
are addressing their light imperatives to someone else who is not revealed right away. That is where the magic of this poem is— in that
space between our understanding of the lines and language, and the
unseen world of the narrator, who is purposely hiding. Even the
title of the poem is a kind of hedge, an indefinite way of starting a
sentence when one does not want to appear definite. The implied
you that winds its way through the poem is always present, always
about to break through the surface of the poem, but never quite
does. A poem should tease a little, should make is seek something
just out of our grasp.
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HOW TO APPRECIATE FILMS

Josey Chumney, Christian Brothers University
Do not watch films only once or twice.
Study them like that third trimester sonogram. Try to find the
family nose.

Watch film noir.
Embrace the whodunits, the stationary car chases, mustachioed
villains and shadows.
Bathe in the shadows until your fingers are pruney and old.
Do not watch a John Hughes. Especially the one with Long Duk
Dong.
Do not listen to your parents when they say they’re classics.
Give musicals more than a chance.
Julie Andrews is more than a queen. She is Thanksgiving dinner.
Do not watch films with people who talk about the
Redskins-Cowboys game.
Avoid them like that kid with the Cheese Touch. Lie if you have to.
Do not watch the film without reading the book first.
Do not watch a horror film without three friends.
Make sure two are extroverted and one is funny. Funnier than you.
Always put salt and butter on the popcorn. Never add cheddar or
M&Ms.
Do not watch documentaries about Michael Jackson or R. Kelly
on the same day.
Space them out like that colonoscopy. Every five to ten years is just
fine.
3

Watch rom-coms. Do not believe rom-coms.
They only try to sell a career in journalism and Ryan Gosling’s ass.
Do not stay through the credits for every film.
Marvel does that. Not everyone.
Pretend you have better things to do.
Do not watch films only once or twice.
Appreciate them.
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WATCHING CALIFORNIA BURN
Liam Carey, Hendrix College

I have known nothing
but small signal fires,
each one perfectly sequestered
to a grill on rusted stilts,
a ring of stones, or a torch
that reeks of kerosene.
But once, when it was still darkening
and eyes glittered like black ice
in the heads of the heifers, I spat flour
square into a zippo, and the wind
vacuumed a hot flare from my teeth.
There was no risk in this, only a chemical
certainty, its residue sticky
and tasting of fermented sludge.
Only past the borders of my skin
and the barricade of organs within
did it become a danger,
which is a burning, living act.
So to see the footage,
to imagine miles and miles of mountainside
as fire, to imagine such a massive colorful
cluster of heat, I imagine the flour oxidizes
early, discovers a pocket of night sky
under my tongue, enough to explode
and to fill me with smoke, until
smoke is swirling under my fingernails,
until my every breath is bullish
and full of animal fear, until this poem
too is smoke, distant, almost dissolved,
almost as I imagine souls to be,
5

but smaller, simpler, a wisp. It is nothing
like this smoke, which is like nothing
I have known. There is no other air like this,
dense as the air at the center of a stone.
The commuters in the footage are not
breathing it, their air is filtered and they
are getting home, are getting home
as the fire unfurls itself like a banner
over the hills, a signal
sequestered to the small screen
resting in my palm. Helplessly,
I watch the sequence of almost-faces,
their dashboard glow, their sweet
blueness, their clean almost-air.
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ANYWAY

John Hydrisko, University of Mississippi

I see you washed in brakelights
and it’s a cool glow
		 from where I’m sitting
and it makes you softer
		somehow
All that red
with the music off
		for once
I’ll never, ever crack my back
(But not for a lack of trying)
There’s styrofoam and aluminum and
oh, what day is it? and
oh, what hour is it? and
is it
		morning or
is it
		evening oh
your curtains always let in too much light.
But there’s a wisp of something in the air,
and it’s rushing to my head.
Push my hair back,
behind my ear.
Tuck my hair back,
behind my neck.
Flick my ballcap to the floor
But please don’t break my glasses
And even here, even now
something
7

(though what I now forget)
Falls drop by drop
towards—but not upon—
		someplace other.
I’ve learned nothing of it, yet.
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SHORT STORY
Award Citation from Judge Brad Strickland: In first place
is “Descent” by Kelsey Estrada. This writer chose an offbeat means
of narration, but one that works very well for the intent of the story.
The protagonist reveals character gradually, and we have plentiful
details to discern personality and needs. Motivations are implied
in a strong way. Though brief, the story engages the reader and includes the most vital element: a character who perceptibly changes,
for good or ill, through the course of the events.
I chose Joshua Barnett’s “Baby in Bloom” for second place. This one
has a varied cast of characters with conflicting goals and agendas
and carries off the conflict and tensions well. Admittedly, the point
of view is sometimes confusing, but the family relations provide
something that every reader may recognize and understand. Leo
Tolstoy opined that happy families are all alike (and so not terribly
interesting), but unhappy families are unique, each different from
all the others. Dysfunctional families give rich soil for stories, or for
cartoon series that go on and on for more than thirty seasons.
Rebecca E. Logan’s “Goat’s Milk” wins third place. Interesting protagonist here with unresolved issues; his significant other, he has
come to realize, may have a too-dominant personality to be a good
match. However, the protagonist can’t do a thing about it, since his
partner is dead. A series of catastrophes on the farm they owned
trigger realizations and struggles and draw a reader into the story.
Though a little editing would be good, the story achieves its purpose.
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DESCENT

Kelsey Estrada, University of Arkansas Fort Smith

Shopping List
• whole wheat bread
• 30-calorie almond milk
• frozen waffles, plain
• Corn Flakes
• zero calorie Lipton Green Tea
• English muffins

8/12/16

School8/28/16
I wish the teachers could understand that the reason I don’t do my
homework is because my thoughts distract me. I know that sounds
like a petty excuse, but it’s true. It’s freaking true and I don’t know
how to turn my brain off. How the hell am I supposed to work on
history projects or math worksheets when everything in my mind
and body is screaming food?
Park9/10/16
I want the world all to myself. The whole planet, as it is, but with
no people in it. Just me. Then I wouldn’t have to worry about letting
anyone down. I wouldn’t have to worry about image. I wouldn’t have
to worry about how ridiculous I must look now, running around the
park in an oversized sweater, in the summer.
Stats9/22/16
Weight: 97 pounds
bmi: 17.7
Goal Weight: 95 pounds
Swing set
10/3/16
Swinging is this wonderful thing you can do where by exerting only
little effort you can travel through air and make yourself feel weightless.
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Birthday10/21/16
Today I turn 17. I’m celebrating by letting myself eat some of the
cake my dad bought me. I’m just getting a small slice. I plan to eat
half of it, then chew and spit the rest since I will be eating it alone in
my room. My dad will probably force me to get a second slice. I will
probably hide it in some napkins and throw it away.
Stats11/3/16
Weight: 94 pounds
bmi: 17.2
Goal: 92 pounds
Bus11/11/16
I have conflicted feelings when it comes to riding the bus in the
morning. On one hand, being able to just sit, do nothing, and gaze
out the window while the bus drives me forward is bliss. On the
other hand, it’s always so fucking cold in there.
Short Hallway
11/23/16
“Did you see her dress?”

“I can burp longer than you.”
“That bitch gave me a D.”

“She’s a slut, anyway.”
Sometimes I can’t believe what the people at my school talk about.
That’s why I prefer not to associate.
Christmas Wishlist
• notebooks
• pencils
• measuring cups and spoons
• muffin tins
• a waffle iron
• flour
• a bag of chocolate chips
• a food processor maybe
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12/4/16

Food12/13/16
We were given Oreos in class today, which were used to help us
learn some geometry concepts. We were allowed to eat them when
we were done. I reluctantly ate a few bites just for show (only the
cookie part, of course; didn’t taste anything) and let the rest roll
down my jacket sleeve when no one was looking. In the bathroom,
I flushed the Oreo remains down the toilet. I estimate about 10 calories.
Christmas12/27/16
I love Christmastime. I love the bright lights and hot cocoa and jolly
music and air of joviality.
On Christmas Day, I stayed home and slept while my parents celebrated with family.
Long Hallway
1/10/17
I ask to go the bathroom. Really, I just want to get out of there, everybody is so loud. And it’s so cold. I travel the long journey from
the classroom, located in the back of the building, to the bathroom.
It’s the middle of class time, the hallway is empty. I look to the hallways that branch off the main hallway. They are empty, too. My
body aches. Everything is quiet and still. I want to scream.
I feel as if my life can be summed up in the moments when I walk
alone in long, empty hallways.
Stats1/14/17
Weight: 89.5 pounds
bmi: 16.4
Goal Weight: 88 pounds
Store1/21/17
I go from the grocery aisle, inspecting all the fruit I am allowed to
have only once a week, to the refrigerator aisle, admiring all the different kinds of ice cream I am never allowed to have – the last time
I had ice cream was last year – to the peanut butter aisle, gawking
at the different types of nut butters: there is peanut butter, almond
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butter, cashew butter, sunflower seed butter – all of them 100 calories a tablespoon, all of them on my “Foods to Avoid List.” I make
my way through every single food aisle in the store, trying to satiate
this hunger by bombarding my retinas with the images of food. It
doesn’t work. I leave the store two hours later. I am still so, so hungry.
Foods to Avoid
• cheese
• meat
• dairy milk
• margarine
• nut butters
• anything with more than 5 grams of sugar per serving
Mirror1/30/17
Getting ready in the morning is hell. I try on clothes after clothes,
but it all makes my body look big and misshapen. I hate this stupid
body. I hate me.
Mother2/9/17
Last week my mom got mad at me for rearranging the pillows on
her bed.
Yesterday my mom called me lazy when she found me taking a nap
after school.
Today I tried to tell her about my … issues with food, and she said
to “quit talking about stupid stuff.” So I shut up and I’m never opening my mouth again.
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Pros and Cons of Starving Myself
Pros
• ribs and hipbones—must I
say more?
• provides comfort
• it’s what I deserve (some
people starve because they
think it will make them happy. I starve because I know
it won’t)

Cons
• lack of boobs
• lack of butt
• I’m always fucking cold

What I Ate Today
2/18/17
Breakfast: coffee with a splash of 30-calorie almond milk (roughly
5 calories)
Lunch: One fish stick (43 calories)
Dinner: nothing (0 calories)
Eating2/24/17
I have no knife, so I use my hands to tear the crust off the sandwich.
I end up with four pieces of crust, which I then further split in half.
I set these aside. Next, I tear the cheese sandwich in half diagonally,
then in fourths, and then in sixteenths, for a total of sixteen small
pieces of cheese sandwich. I flatten each piece out. Then, I separate
each layer from each piece so that I end up with sixteen pieces of
just flattened out bread, and sixteen pieces of bread with cheese. I
turn on the tv. Now I’m ready to eat. I start with the crust, dipping
it in my strawberry yogurt drink. It’s so good, it tastes like a jelly
sandwich. I move on to the sandwich itself, eating each piece individually, slowly, stopping when the commercials come on, to draw
it out longer. I began eating at 2:05 pm and finish at 3:35 pm. The
whole thing is very fun, really. And I do very good. I don’t once get
greedy or impatient, and I’m not left feeling disgustingly full like
eating usually leaves me. I’m aiming for two hours next time.
(Total caloric intake for this meal: 290 calories)
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Pros and Cons of Starving Myself, Pt. 2
Pros

Cons

• calorie counting is fun. In
fact, it is the only thing I
find pleasure in these days
• I can wrap my hands around
my thighs now
• my chest bone shows

• skin is gross and blotchy
and yellow
• I don’t like how when I sit
back in a chair, I can feel
my bony shoulder blades
against the hard surface of
the chair
• my tailbone hurts when I sit
down, and lie in bed

Scale3/05/17
The scale is lying to me. I can’t be 87 pounds. I’ve been eating like
crazy. Yesterday I ate 390 calories! How could I have lost weight?
Head Rush
3/12/17
I fainted for the first time ever today. I was in my room, upstairs,
watching t.v., the mini heater on. My dad called me for something.
I was sleeping, I guess. I thought I was awake but then I woke up. I
got up. Too quickly, I guess. My vision was temporarily clouded by
stars, my head hurt. The room was slowly spinning. I tried to walk
out the door, but I hit a wall, instead. I tried again and hit another
wall. Then I don’t know what happened. I blacked out, I guess, because next thing I know I am falling. I land on my face. It hurt. I
went downstairs.
Later, when I look at myself in the mirror, I see a small purple bruise
on my nose.
What I Crave
3/21/17
• two pieces of white sandwich bread with crushed up potato
chips in the middle
• fries with chocolate ice cream
• one piece of bread with mayonnaise and cheese folded in half
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•
•
•
•

a shrimp sandwich
cheeseburger buns
Funions
peanut butter crackers

Dream4/1/17
I had a wonderful dream last night. I was in a dark alley, on the
ground, and there was a group of faceless people standing around
me. They were kicking me and saying vile things. I made my body
small and closed my eyes. I focused on the pain, on the destruction
of my body. I felt freer than I have in a long time.
Stats4/5/17
Weight: 85.5 pounds
bmi: 15.6
Goal Weight: 84 pounds
Cooking4/16/17
Today I am in the house alone. I plan to sauté some vegetables (with
water, of course) and eat them throughout the day (roughly 100 calories).
I touch the burner to make sure it’s hot. It is not. I keep my finger
there, waiting for it to get hotter, hotter, until my body pulls back
without my consent. Fuck you, body.
I put the pan on the burner and sauté my vegetables.
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Pros and Cons of Starving Myself, Pt. 3
Pros
• no more period
• my face is starting to look a
little sunken, I think
• starving is the only thing
that gives my life substance

Cons
• my life has been reduced to
the anticipation of my next
meal
• I’m constantly freezing. I am
convinced my hell is made
of ice.
• people are starting to ask
questions, like “Why don’t
you eat?” “Why are you so
skinny?” “What’s wrong with
you?”

Doctor’s Appointment
4/25/17
My mom’s taking me to the doctor next month. Already made the
appointment. Thinks I have anemia. It’s possible. What I’m most
afraid of is the doctor telling me my weight is healthy.
4
9/26/17
So, it’s been a while, hasn’t it? Five months ago, my mom took me to
the doctor. Nurse measured my height, looked at my weight, took
my vitals; doctor shone a light in my mouth, ear, nose, asked me
if anything hurt. Then, he asked me about my weight. My throat
closed up. He asked me about my eating. My body started shaking.
His voice faded into the background as I tried to find mine. He put
me in a hospital, and since then I’ve been in recovery. It’s hell. They
took the only thing I had away from me. But I’m enduring it, for
now. I’ll be turning eighteen soon. They can’t stop me from starving
then.
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Stats
Weight: too high to admit
bmi: “healthy”
Goal: to return to the eating disorder
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BABY IN BLOOM

Joshua Barnett, Hendrix College

Paper fingers graze Annie’s hair, making a sound like little nails unfurling cotton. She takes three steps back on the slate floor, Jasper,
a calico cat, on her shoulder, and she cocks her head and squints at
the lanterns: three yellow flowers, petals curling out like Aztec suns,
with three fat, beige-colored, cherubic babies peeping out the middle of them. The little guy on the far right is a bit out of proportion,
she thinks. Its right arm, limply cupping its rotund stomach is much
smaller than the right. The one on the left isn’t finished at all. Looks
like one of those parasitic twins peeking out from between shoulder
blades. But look there, in the middle of them: behold, a perfect child.
The cat pushes off her arm and lands on the mantelpiece, where she
wraps herself in her tail and closes her eyes. Annie falls beside her
sister Rachel onto the suede couch in the living room. She leans her
head back on the couch cushion and counts the paper lanterns, the
haggard fruit of four months cutting, pasting, and shaping crepe
paper streamers, one—two—three—she loves the rhythm of it, the
symmetry, the center—one—two—three—
Rachel, twenty-six, is eight older than her sister and seven months
pregnant. In her first trimester, Rafael, a trombone player and the
father of her child, set sail on a New Orleans jazz steamboat and
found himself in Indonesia. He’ll be back, Rachel used to say. She
does not say this anymore.
The baby shower is this afternoon. Dad made them all a big lunch
to get ready, because you can’t celebrate without something warm
in your belly. And it’s a celebration for the both of them, really, Dad
had said, because Annie will be leaving for college in just a couple
days. Rachel only ate three bites before her dull nausea sent her to
the couch, and Annie sat with her father as long as she could, before
his endless, brooding eating exhausted her.
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“Are you awake?” Annie asks.
“No, I’m not awake. My head hurts.” Her cheekbones jut out when
she speaks.
“Your blood sugar.”
“No sugar. I’m steeped with bitters.”
A huge white dog pushes a stuffed cow into Annie’s leg. Mud cakes
his chest and arms. “No, Bear,” Annie says. “Not now.” But then she
takes it in her hand and wrenches it three times in his mouth, pushing it forward once so his head cocks back, then twists it from his
teeth. She overhands it, and it flies between the baby lanterns, just
barely missing a picture on the wall, a pencil sketch of three tentacles spidering out of a stormy sea, suction cups black and gaping like
ear holes. Bear watches the stuffed cow for a moment, then takes
slow, swinging steps to retrieve it.
“Jesus,” Rachel says, “you’re gonna pull a tooth out.” Her eyes are open
now, but she’s keeping her head back, bags under her eyes showing a
mossy-green even when they’re turned up to the light.
Annie has not thought about the drawing for a while, one of a dozen
sketches Dad has made of sea life in the three years since Mom took
off. He drew them all in a week then threw them in the trash, but
Annie, fifteen then, fished them out, cheated on her hardship license
to drive to Hobby Lobby, and bought them all frames. She wonders
where the others are now. Annie puts her hand to her cheek and
pulls it back when she feels the slime from Bear’s mouth.
But those weren’t the first ones. Annie has seen more in Dad’s desk,
the paper yellowed, the smooth, fatty muscles of those sea arms
constricting masts of ships and pulling them under. Maybe after Jay
left, took off in shame after Dad found doing what she knows very
little of. That was, what, eight years ago? A whole slew of drawings
21

he didn’t throw away. Annie holds up her hand, greased from Bear’s
mouth. She resists smelling it, then gives in: parmesan left out in the
sun. She wipes it on her skirt, and, crossing her legs on the couch,
pushes down the front of the corduroy to cover her underwear.
Heavy footsteps sound from the kitchen and Dad’s stiff legs walk
him into the living room. He wears his pinstripe suit with a red and
blue checkered tie pinched close to his neck. His feet are bare, naked
and wrinkled white against the dark cloth of his pants legs. They hit
the slate like something mechanical. This morning he has already
run up Pinnacle Mountain twice and taken a long swim in the river,
along with intermittent push-ups on the wet pine needle riverbed
and shallow pullups on the overhanging branches of a slippery elm.
He has also eaten more bacon cheeseburgers than any of the others
combined and is the last to leave the kitchen.
His head hits the first lantern, but he does not seem to notice. He
nods at the girls and walks past the couch, turns left down a hallway,
then left again into Jay’s old room. He leaves the crepe paper baby
swinging behind him.
“He’s looking older,” Rachel says.
“He’s tired. He did his workout this morning.”
“He’s getting older. Work’s not helping.”
“Yes. But not really.” Annie bites her lip. It’s odd for him to go barefoot. He shines his shoes every morning and keeps them on until
bedtime. He didn’t take it well, early that morning before his run,
when she told him what she is about to tell her sister.
Bear slaps the soggy cow against her ankle. Annie rubs his head, and
he swings it back and forth. Her underwear still shows. She slides
her feet to her side and reclines on her elbow, smoothing the skirt
to her heels.
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“Those lights are terrifying.” Rachel has a long finger pointed at the
paper lanterns.
This stings some, but Annie laughs. “You just wait. We have three
hours before people start showing up. This place is gonna sing, ‘Baby
in Bloom.’ I’ve got more streamers in the car.”
“Did you have to give them fingernails?
“Babies have nails.”
Rachel drops her hand, those long fingers spread out on her thigh.
Mom’s hands. Her mother played piano, and Annie used to watch
those fingers spreading, so gentle, noncommittal, massaging an infant’s downy scalp.
“I got in touch with Jay.” Annie is careful not to look at her sister’s
eyes when she says this. Annie feels her sister’s body stiffening beside her on the couch. The light coming through the skylight overhead has greyed since lunch. Rain is beginning to film over the glass.
“Jay?”
“Our brother.”
“I know.” Rachel watches the rain slide over them. “What did he say?”
“He said he’d try to move things around. I really think he’ll be here.”
Annie follows her sister’s gaze. Little pockets of blue up there, still,
smeared in with the grey by the water.
“Here?”
“Yes.”
“For the shower? In three hours?”
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Annie does something with her shoulders. “He said he may be by
earlier.” On the phone, his voice sounded different than she remembered. Gentler.
“No, he won’t be here.” Rachel is shaking her head, still propped back
on the couch cushion. “Not with Dad here. He can’t be here with
Dad.”
4
Dad’s legs push him over onto the bed, and his arms move chameleonlike to pull his face into the pillow—jeepers, he thinks,
those pullups really got me. If that’s what you can call them, really. Old man, rigor mortis … haven’t stretched in thirty years. The
girls are talking in the other room. Annie worked hard on those
abominations. Hope the little bugger doesn’t look like that. If Jay
comes … well, he appreciates that sort of thing. Gee-wiz, breath’s
gone shallow. I’ll be going like my father after all, belly peeking out
of that pearly bath—
Dad falls asleep that way, facedown, his white hair curling up and
blowing from the air vent above his head.
He dreams he is walking down the sidewalk on 12th Street. Roots of
trees planted during the First World War have begun to pry up the
edges of the concrete squares, and Dad is careful not to trip. On the
right sits the old office building where he has rented a workspace for
the last twenty years. The landlord has not once raised the rent, and
its only three blocks from his favorite pizzeria. He likes to stand on
the balcony to smoke and look out at the graveyard across the street.
When he was a boy, and his father’s drinking made him and his sister hide in the trees around their house, he used to lean back, feel a
branch trailing up his spine, and imagine running away to this very
graveyard. He would sleep during the day in one of those cold granite mausoleums, and at night, yes, at night, he would look up the
stars, learn the constellations, learn them better than anyone else in
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the world. Perhaps that’s why he chose this particular building for
his income tax office, all those years ago, wheezing by in that Ford,
black interior. Sure, he saw the graveyard before he saw the office,
and you know what he said? This is the one.
Now, Dad is wearing a bow tie with a three-button sports coat.
There are other people in the street, all exceptionally well-dressed,
sporting three-piece suits and fur felt fedoras and mirror toed derbies still acrid with shoeshine. Dad breathes in deep and smiles,
feels his ribs expand and return. One older man even wears a top
hat, so tall he can’t see the top of it. This man strolls with a long cane
in his right hand and a petite woman folded in his left arm. The man
sees him and winks, and the girl giggles, a little, screeching, dolphin
laugh.
Dad trips on one of the roots, curling up out of the concrete like a
ragged hand, and, running to catch himself, nearly tramples an old
woman in a satin dress. “Oh, God!” she screams, her thick thighs
tight against the emerald clothe. Dad twists to dodge her and catches himself on one of the trees. He stays there a moment—G. Rover
Cripes, I nearly flattened her, he’s thinking to himself, sweet mother if I had a quarter for all the times I’ve nearly crushed—He runs
his fingers over the bark, the black, waxy flesh tattooed with Rorschach shapes. This is the most beautiful tree, he thinks. The most
beautiful of all the trees. It’s strange he never noticed them crawling
out of the pavement around his office. But how could he, it isn’t the
sight of them that’s beautiful. Dad can hardly see them at all, their
shape seems to change, casting shadows where they should not be.
It’s something in the feel of them, the supple bark, like a bull’s flank.
Something makes him look down the road. A crowd is gathering
around a slender figure. It’s his wife, it’s the mother of his children.
Dad runs to meet her. “Jeanne!” he screams.
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Her legs are in the concrete. “It was in an accident,” she says. Her
voice has an echo to it, like she’s in a cave. “Car’s gone. One, one. All
gone.”
Dad pushes aside the spectators, including the woman in the satin
dress from earlier. “Are you okay?” he asks.
“Excuse me,” the woman in the satin dress says. “But I think you are
a cruel, cruel man, who has been undressing me from the moment
you almost trampled me underfoot.”
Dad glances at the woman. Her eyes are lascivious, her hands, somehow thinner now, running down her bulging thighs. He looks away.
“Are you okay?” he asks his wife again.
“Yes”
Dad is hungry. “Well, do you want to eat something? Grady’s is up
the ways.”
He pulls her out of the sidewalk, and they stroll down the street,
his hand around her shoulder. One of her legs is dragging some,
and she is shaking. He rubs to warm her up. Traffic is at a standstill
on the street. The glazed eyes of wax sculptures are peeking out of
the cars. Elderly couples, boy, must be dozens of them, all stiff and
gloomy in their seats. Wish they’d keep their windows rolled up to
keep that grassy old folks’ smell from wafting out.
Dad is whistling. He thinks he’ll get spaghetti this time around, the
kind with the two big meatballs, like great, bulls—Bulls, he’s really got those on the brain. He remembers once seeing the running
of them down in … but no, that was a book he read. Behind him,
Mom’s eyes are full of tears, but she is smiling.
“What?” Dad asks. Must be thinking of a joke. He feels for his wallet
in his sports coat. It’s not there.
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She’s stopped now, her hands on her knees, laughing deep in
her chest, laughs pealing out from her stomach, her bowels, her
groin. She stops to breathe, wipes the tears from her eyes. “I was
just thinking … about the baby.”
“Baby?” How is he supposed to get spaghetti without his wallet?
“Rachel’s baby.”
Rachel. Such a sweet girl. Quiet, like her mother. And the trombone
player. Dad heard him play once, and holy moly, could he spin one.
“What about her baby?”
“You’ll miss it. I’ll miss it, too. Unless we bring him back.”
“Bring who back?”
“Jay. We have to bring Jay back.”
4
Rachel has grown very quiet. The two are used to these silences, the
way they punctuate the little verses they spill out to one another
in their dark spats. Bear slaps the cow a few times on Annie’s skirt,
leaving wet marks.
Annie is trying to remember what they were originally talking about,
and sees, once again, Dad’s bare feet on the floor, somehow so out
of keeping with the glasses, the tie, the sports coat, the wallet. No,
the wallet’s gone. Dad does not remember it. He has no reason to,
the same way that she, only a little girl at that time, had no reason
to know that being a tax accountant meant anything other than
climbing trees and swimming in the river. Dad never realized he
had left his wallet until he had already pulled out of their driveway. She watched the dark green trunk doors, pockmarked with the
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rocks and dirt clods. Annie took a bite of her cereal. She thought
about her father: sitting at the wheel, his head back on the seat, feeling his ribs expand as he breathes in deep. Then he leans forward
and cranks the keys and shoots up and out of the driveway without
looking. He’ll drive ten minutes, well, he’ll make it all the way to
the Valero before he realizes his wallet is not in his pocket, that his
wallet is never in his pocket when he needs it. Annie would stir the
wheat squares around in the milk like they were ships. Five minutes would go by, then seven. She would shift in her seat, rub her
eyes until she saw the sparks, and then lift the bowl to drink the
milk. She knew that her father would come back, that three out of
five days of the week he returned within ten minutes of leaving. He
would swing open the door, I forgot my wallet, he would say, and he
would take it from its place on the microwave and bend down with
it in his hand and kiss her head.
“What were you thinking?” Rachel has broken the silence, begun her
verse. She has sat up from the couch and is keeping her eyes fixed
on some point on the slate floor while she speaks. “You had no right.”
“He’s my brother.”
Rachel laughs at this, veins in her neck poked out like she’s straining
to pop her ears. “Well, you don’t know what it was like when he left.”
Two years later, Dad would lose the wallet and buy a new one, and
five years later his truck would crash in the river and Dad would buy
a grey Sudan, and a string deep inside Annie would break, and Dad
would tell her, Its okay. I’ll still be here. I’ll go, and I’ll come back,
and I’ll be here. But Dad would not know that she remembered;
that for her, this meant the passing away of one thing, and the coming of another, a new world that she did not understand. “I know
enough,” Annie says. “I know that it’s been, what, eight years? Dad
isn’t mad anymore. He wasn’t even mad the day after.”
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“Ten years. And do you think it ended there? Do you think Jay just
left it behind him?”
“Why would he? He didn’t forget about us. He wouldn’t want to.”
Once, Annie got a big thorn in her heel from the backyard, and Jay
spent the whole afternoon working on her. He got her talking, got
her laughing even, and before she knew it, he had the thorn in his
hand, a big sucker. Annie remembers his last day there, too, though
she’s not sure she trusts them: a long, palpable silence more than
anything, and Jay’s girlfriend, what was her name? She was rushing
out the door with her hand over her eyes. More than that, her whole
face was covered, and, well, what did her face look like? Was it even
Jay’s girlfriend she saw? “Sure, it won’t be like it was before,” Annie
says. “But maybe all that other … maybe it could end here. With
the baby.”
Rachel doesn’t laugh at this. The veins in her neck are still showing.
She flicks the toes of her big feet like she’s using them to pick up
a marble. Rachel was nearly born with an extra digit on her feet.
You can see it there, a little fissure at the end of her big toe where
it started to divide. Sure, it’s one still, bit it slits out like a snake’s
tongue. She used to wear an acrylic nail over it to make it look like a
normal toe, it got stepped on and bled. Its painted a bright blue now,
each lip of it. “There’s only one thing this baby is ending,” Rachel
says, “and it’s not this.” She catches Annie’s eyes on her foot, and she
stamps it down softly on the slate. “Dad punched Jay in the stomach
before he left. Do you remember that?”
“Where?”
“In the stomach.”
“No, where were they?”
“On the porch.”
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Annie looks out the window. She can just see the rail of the porch.
Fig leaves are hanging just above it, turned a bluish-green by the rain.
4
Dad dreams he is at the firework show downtown with Mom and
Annie and Rachel and Jay and Jay’s girlfriend, whom he has never
seen before. Dad is out of breath from carrying their canvas folding
chairs from the car—the new car, that sweet rig, carrying him out
of poverty to … but they’re poor still, but they don’t look it the way
they did. Dad sets out their chairs and sees they are one short. Everyone has taken their seat except Jay’s girlfriend. Dad tries to get
her to sit but she refuses, so they both stay standing and leave the
seat open. Dad asks Jay’s girlfriend what her name was again. Sheridan, she says.
The sky is exploding over them. A child with beads in her hair sits
on the hood of a car and cheers after each big explosion. Her fists
go up and the beads shake. Dad’s eye catches on Annie, and, oh, well,
she’s just a little girl. Look how she claps her hands when those skinny yellow ones go snaking up. There’s a girl that watches everything.
Dad remembers when Annie was born, how he begged God not
to let him have this, to put another little one under his watch so
he could make them older, render more impervious to blows, every
night his silence whispering, Go away, beat it, kid, I want to have
sex with my wife, I want to drink up something that’s disappearing
before my eyes, yes, your mother, she’ll be gone soon, she’s disappearing from this world.
“What are you doing?” Jeanne’s voice. He looks down. His wife is
sitting in the bright blue folding chair. She’s younger, must be back
in the 80’s, but somehow her mouth is wrinkled like an old woman.
“I said, what do you think you are doing? Are you coming onto that
girl?” She has a long finger pointed at Jay’s girlfriend. “Do you think
you’re going to fuck that girl?”
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Dad shivers all over. He hates it when his wife curses, the old lips
bitten by yellow teeth to pronounce “fuck.” And, boy oh boy, has she
gone loony, she’s the one who hanky-pankied that professor “I’m not.
I wouldn’t,” he says.
“Don’t tell me what you wouldn’t do. There’s not a thing you wouldn’t
do.”
The fireworks are hitting closer now. A great big one goes, exploding in red relief with … rattling suction cups, constricting … the
little girl’s hands are shaking faster, the beads in her hair like rattlesnake tails, her whole body vibrating like something possessed.
Dad remembers something … well it’s, his son’s face, all red … he’s
been hit … well, whoever lugged him will be sorry when he gets his
hands on him, that son of a—
But then Jeanne is crying, and it’s the eyes that are old now, tears
crawling out to the sharp edges of her crow’s feet before plunging
down. “I didn’t mean it,” she says. “I didn’t. I’m the one that wasn’t
faithful. You know that. Oh, Jack, how could you do this to us? Why
couldn’t you keep him from going?”
“Keep who from going?”
“Your son. Our son.”
Dad looks down and Jay is gone. Took his seat, with him, too, the
selfish basta—Sheridan, still standing, is looking around with her
hands outstretched, and somewhere in this tender movement, the
slightest suggestion of a mime act he’d seen in San Francisco back in,
oh, that must have been … 1970 … twist of a hand and pallid face,
and a song, too, great chorus of husky voices “woops, out with the
bathwater she goes …”—
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“Are you even here?” Mom’s voice again, barely audible through the
roar of one particularly extravagant firework, woo-wee, look at that
one— “Your son is gone! And the baby!”
The baby. Dad bends down and grabs Jeanne by her shoulders. “I’ll
bring him back.” He shakes her a little as he speaks. “You have my
word. I’ll bring him back.”
4
Rachel’s clenched fist falls down on the couch cushion, and when
she does, well, yes, its salt that shoots up in a dusty white cloud. Dad
must have found more fleas. Bear drops them like they’re little black
seeds, burrowing in the carpet and the furniture. Dad will spend an
hour sprinkling salt all over everything, then he’ll promptly forget
about it until Rachel vacuums it up. “You must remember some of
it,” Rachel says. “Enough to keep you from calling him.”
Her cheeks really are too hollow for a pregnant woman, Annie
thinks. You see it when she’s angry, the dark around her eyes, those
sharp cheekbones. Annie is looking around the living room, festooning the walls with streamers. Each flick of her gaze sends another banner of them flying, great eagles’ wings with long, trailing,
rainbow colored feathers. Her eye catches on the tentacles. She really should move those for the party. “I remember,” Annie says. “I
remember that Dad loves him. And Jay knows that.”
“And that’s just it. Jay’s a grown man. We talk about him all the time.
In all that time do you think he’s ever really thought of us? Ten years
he’s been gone. Sure, he’ll think of us now and then, but not like we
do. Not like you do. And here, you’re defending Dad, too, when he’s
the reason for it.”
“I’m not defending him.” But she is defending him. She knows that.
This very moment she wants to leave her sister on the couch and
walk down that hallway, to press the sliding door to Jay’s old room,
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the darkest room in the house, damp with pneumonia chill. And
Dad would be there, sleeping on his stomach, probably still in his
suit, and she’ll sit at the foot of the bed and she’ll tell him that it
wasn’t his fault, that he made mistakes, but he did his best, that
there was never a day gone by when she didn’t know all the things
he couldn’t say.
Annie says, “I know Dad found him with a girl. He overreacted. He
regrets it.”
“A girl?” Rachel says. “No, no. Not a girl.”
4
Dad dreams he is in the Arctic. A team of excavators are up mulling
over the ice shelves, licking and breathing and slobbering all over to
melt it. It upsets him when their tongues do not stick to the ice like
they should. And the smell: believe or not, its shoeshine again, but
its rancid now, rotten and bubbling to tar. One stands above the
others, a lank figure with monk strap boots and a burgundy shirt
and an olive-green fedora at a sharp angle over his eyes. He has one
foot up on a chunk of ice while his men polish it like a mirror with
their tongues.
Dad yells after them, “Hey! Hey, who are you!” But he knows it is Jay,
that Jay has been wondering these shelves since he was born, that
the doctors took him right from the hospital and dropped him in
the snow in a basket, that he learned to walk in a week and tore baby
polar bears apart with his hands, he ate the fat off their bones and
left the stringed meat, Jay found more like him and they were his.
Jay does not turn when Dad calls him. The mirror ice has cracked
beneath the men’s tongues, and they find what they were looking
for: the beast to end the world, with all the sharp fangs, long as Cadillacs, and all the tentacles and the fins that anyone could have ever
wanted. “It’s come for us!” they scream. “This is the end!” And they
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run and cover their heads and try to act like they are not relieved.
But nothing happens, and when they look up, they realize the beast
is dead. They are too late. They weep and wring their hands. Dad
does not understand the meaning of “wringing one’s hands” until
then, very dramatic, almost high drama. They wring their hands because they know that what the beast would have done they would
now have to do themselves, that it is their job to end the world, that
the blood will be on their hands. Jay is crying, and, well, he’s got his
arms out just like those mimes—twist of a hand and a grimaced,
pallid face, husky men’s voices singing, “woops, out with the bathwater she goes …” how’s the rest of it go? “A city desolate, World War I
trenches, gas and all … woops, we’re choking in the air …”
Dad is holding Jay in his arms as he weeps, and for the first time in a
long while he feels the immense gravity of what he has taken, or no,
not taken, not gravity either, but the colossal importance of what he
has been unable to give, unable to sacrifice. And Dad sees it, like it
was in those last moments: he got him right in the gut. Jay’s breath
was gone. He leaned on the railing to get it back, and just then he
was a little boy again. Dad wanted to hold him, the way he’s holding
him now, to reach out with that hand still sore from striking. But
then Jay turned to go across the porch, down the step onto the concrete, up the driveway, disappearing over the curb, gone.
But Dad has his arms around his son. “It’s okay,” Dad whispers in
his ear. The wind has blown Jay’s hat away. Dad feels something
pressing against his lapel. His wallet. “It’s okay, son. I’ll do it. I’ll pay
the price.” Over Jay’s shoulder, Dad sees something coming up out
of the ice. Perhaps it’s alive after all, a white tentacle slithering up
to drag them back. Well, no. Look what it is, rising up out of the
ice. A baby.
4
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But then Annie really has stood up.
“Where are you going?” Rachel has looked at her for the first time.
Annie is walking down the hallway. She puts a hand on the door
and holds it there a moment before she presses. It’s even colder in
the room than usual. Someone propped the window open. Wind
blows the white curtain around like a veil. The ceiling vibrates with
rain. Now that she thinks of it, it’s been years since she’s been in this
room. More of Dad’s drawings are posted up on the walls, ships
spiraling downward into fibrous water, an oily black, like coils of
unwashed hair. Annie walks to the foot of the bed. Dad’s feet are
hanging over the edge.
“Dad?”
A drawing hangs above his head. The suction cups are stars here,
glinting just above the tentacles, but, somehow, a part of them still,
curling themselves into constellations.
“Dad?” Annie puts her hand on her father’s shoulder. Outside, she
hears footsteps climbing the stairs onto the porch. Through the
window she sees a green hat in pale hands.
She looks back to the white hair. “Dad?” She shakes him, and when
he does not wake up, she shakes him harder, and then she’s screaming, tearing at his jacket.
Three sharp knocks sound on the screen door.
One—two—three.
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GOAT’S MILK

Rebecca E. Logan, University of Tennessee Chattanooga

Jax woke up that morning to six of his eleven chickens dead. The
bloody carcasses were mangled and strewn all over their yard.
Whatever had killed them, it was large enough to bound the fivefoot-tall fence. He gathered the chickens in a wheelbarrow and began to dig a mass grave.
As he stabbed the dirt with his shovel Jax turned to his dog and
asked, “Where’d you go?”
Peanut ignored the question and proceeded to roll in the wet grass.
The question wasn’t entirely meant for him. His husband, Ethan,
brought the first of these chicks home shortly after they bought the
property. “These will produce the most eggs,” Ethan said as he unloaded the feed and the materials for the coop. Jax missed that. It
was times like that he didn’t mind that he wasn’t asked. He felt the
pit grow deeper in his stomach. Then it twisted and knotted up to
his throat. He was jolted back when Peanut charged the fence and
his baritone barks filled the mountain sky like claps of thunder. A
figure was coming up the long muddy driveway.
“Peanut! That’s River. You know River. Hush.”
River was a younger guy, in his early twenties. He was their closest
neighbor on Huckleberry Ridge. He and his partner bought a small
lot adjoining their fifteen acres about three years ago. They came
to this remote place in East Tennessee for the same reason Jax and
Ethan did; it was a haven. The lots on the mountain ridge outside of
town were all bought up by lgbtq singles and couples. They called
it the ‘fairy community’. They come together to celebrate harvests
and help each other. Many of them sold their produce and crafts
to the locals in town. For the most part, the locals didn’t care about
their lifestyle, only if their eggs were fresh.
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Jax could tell it was River from his small frame and uneven gait. River’s childhood made Jax’s seem like a Norman Rockwell painting.
River was one of five kids raised in a trailer not far from there. His
parents viewed his bipolar and homosexuality as one in the same.
They treated him with cocktails of prescription medications, involuntary committals, and ‘prayed it away’ with whatever solid object
was the closest. Jax never felt it was appropriate to share with him
about his father, who left their family when he was twelve to go
drink himself to death.
Jax met him at the gate and opened it for him. River was carrying
a worn wicker basket filled with assorted jars of fresh butter, dried
herbs, and blackberry preserve. Peanut circled him, licking him like
a dog dish, and almost knocking him over.
“Peanut! That’s enough! Git!” Jax shooed him away and gave River a
side hug. “You didn’t have to bring this. A visit is nice enough.”
River shrugged, still looking in his basket, “All this rain has our berry bushes exploding, just thought you might like some.”
River was one of the few from the community who still came to visit
bearing gifts.
It had been six months since Ethan let the cancer kill him, and that’s
too long to share in someone’s mourning.
“This looks delicious. Thank you.” Jax lifted the basket from River’s
arms. “Come up to the cabin. I have some harvest to share too.”
They headed up to the cabin, but River stopped when he saw the
wheelbarrow.
“Oh no! What happened to your chickens?”
“I’m not sure. I don’t see where anything dug underneath the fence.
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Of course, it rained last night, so Peanut was gone before the thunder started to roll.” He was a good dog, but there were somedays he
understood why Ethan wanted to name him after food like the rest
of the animals. “What do you think it could be?”
River surveyed the three-acre fenced in area. “I don’t know. Lightening?”
Jax shook his head, “No. No fried chicken here.”
“Well, it’s not a fox, they’re too mangled. I think you are looking at
something bigger, but a black bear would’ve destroyed your fence.”
River thought for a second. “Maybe a wolf, but they are rare around
here. I grew up in these mountains and I’ve only seen one like twice.
They look like they were killed for sport, not hunger. This is usually
what you see from a pack of dogs, not a lone wolf. Hope it’s not
rabid if it is one.”
The thought of a rabid wolf made every muscle in Jax tense up.
“What should I do?”
“Do you have a weapon?” River asked.
He had a single shot .22 long rifle. Ethan bought it after they initially tried to dispatch one of their goats using only a knife. Ethan read
about it in one of their livestock books and felt he knew enough. It
was like a horror film. Blood was everywhere and it took several
minutes for the goat to pass. Ethan bought the gun the next day. It
didn’t fit well with their ideal of living at one with nature, but they
agreed it was a necessary evil. “I have a .22, but that’ll probably just
piss it off more than anything.”
“If you see it, just let off a round. The sound should spook it away.”
Jax nodded and led River up to the cabin. Coffee turned into dinner
and River walked back to his cabin before it got dark. Jax finished
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burying the chickens and decided milking the goat could wait until
the morning.
4
“Damn it, Nougat, stand still,” Jax said as about a quart of milk
splashed out of the pale onto the stand. He gently pressed on the
goat’s hip for it to get back in line with the milking stanchion. The
other goat, Cookie, was heavily pregnant and bleating for her breakfast.
“Hold on, Cookie, you heifer.”
Ethan’s idea to name the animals after food was based on the theory
that it was better to slaughter a goat named Pancake, than a Pete.
He never did admit he was wrong about that.
Peanut came up and began to lick up the spilt milk. “Get! You mutt!”
Jax tried to shoo the dog with a foot while both hands made quick
work of the udders.
Jax unlocked Nougat from the stanchion and let her jump off. Peanut looked up at him.
“Fine, save me the clean-up.”
Peanut licked up the milk from the stand as Jax went into the barn
to spread fresh hay. Cookie was due any day, and by the looks of
it, it would be a set of twin kids. He retrieved the pitchfork that
hung on the wall and stabbed the bale right in the center. The handle snapped in half. Jax went flying forward with the other half of
the handle still in his hand. The splintered half stuck in the bale
came for his throat. Jax caught himself on his knee as the jagged
post tickled the hairs on his neck. He stood and threw the broken
handle and the useless fork in the corner by the barn door. He was
supposed to fix that handle! Jax clenched his teeth and fought the fire
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in his eyes. He shook his head, grabbed his gloves, and spread the
hay by hand.
Later Jax brought the milk and butternut squash harvest from that
day into the cabin. It still smelled like Ethan: cedar sawdust and
homemade soap. Jax placed the milk on the counter to be processed
and went downstairs to the root cellar. The stench of moldy sweet
potatoes filled his senses; he could taste the rot. The moisture from
the recent storms must have seeped through the cellar walls and
ruined everything. You left me here with all of this!
Ethan was the one who pushed the idea of homesteading. “Don’t
you want to be free?” he’d asked Jax. He made the dream sound like
a real possibility. It’s not as if they didn’t have nice lives before. Ethan
was a city planner for Boulder and Jax was a High School counselor. Still, Jax found himself daydreaming about the life of a lost boy
and Ethan was always his Peter Pan. He always came up with the
adventures and led the way. They spent years learning everything
they could about living off the grid: livestock, botany, and carpentry.
Then one day, nine years ago, they packed up what would fit into
their 4Runner and headed for the milder climate of the Appalachian mountains in Tennessee. The fairy community happened to
be a few hours from where he grew up. This fact gave Jax mixed
feelings. His mother didn’t like his relationship with Ethan; not so
much because he was a man, but because he was fifteen years his
senior. She thought he only liked Ethan because he was searching
for a strong father figure. That notion just disturbed Jax and kept
him from calling her as often.
Jax shut the door to the cellar and took the squash back to the
kitchen. He began to process the milk. He took out two quart-size
Mason jars and set them out on the butcherblock countertop. He
placed the funnel in the jar and stuffed the filter into the hole. As he
poured the milk through the filter, he reflected on everything he’d
lost in one day. He’d lost six chickens, which meant he lost their egg
production as well. He was already down to only one milking goat
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because Cookie was pregnant, and then Nougat decided to give over
half her daily take to the dog. To top it off, he lost his entire harvest
of sweet potatoes. Jax switched the filter to the other jar and poured
the rest of the milk through it. The milk wasn’t a huge loss because
no one in town would buy goat’s milk; however, some did buy goat
cheese. Jax dropped a couple pieces of kefir grains into the first jar
to start the cheese process. Kefir grains are an agent of change. They
only stay in the milk for a short time. They seem to sour the milk,
but the change continues even after they’re gone, and you end up
with a more desirable result.
Jax looked up at a blank spot on the cabin wall. A space he’d once
tried to fill with a psychedelic portrait of a hippie Jesus. Jax bought
it when they went to Burning Man about twelve years back. He
loved the bright, fluorescent colors and the fact that he’d helped a
struggling artist with its purchase; but most of all, it reminded him
of their relationship in its morning light. When Jax was in awe of
this man he’d fallen in love with. He could still see the glow of the
Nevada sunset burn in his chestnut eyes.
“That’s not happening,” Ethan said. Jax and Ethan had just finished
the cabin enough to start decorating. They unpacked boxes of artwork they had curated over years of travel.
“But I like it,” Jax said, “It fits perfectly.”
“It’s tacky. We’ll get something else for that spot.”
Jax looked around the cabin walls and saw all the art that had been
hung was Ethan’s. Sure, it was art that they got “together,” but nothing was uniquely his. Jax decided not to argue and said, “Okay.” He
rolled the canvas up and put it back in the box that was placed in
the loft storage space.
Ethan’s choice to leave the spot empty was a cruel reminder. It was
also around that time that Jax realized this adventure wasn’t to cre41

ate freedom for them both, but to build a completely controlled environment of Ethan’s creation. They’d plant what he wanted, on the
property where he wanted. They’d buy the animals he wanted, build
the cabin the way he wanted. Every aspect was finalized with his
say-so. The alpha male aura that once turned Jax on, slowly consumed him and turned him into someone he didn’t know. Jax wanted to say it was all Ethan’s fault, that he was a victim, but he knew
he couldn’t.
Jax looked down at all that remained in the filter. It was filled with
foam, pieces of hair and hay from the utter. He threw the paper
filter into the compost, filled a small glass of milk for himself, and
went to bed.
4
The morning sky was gray once again. Jax felt the change in pressure
in his left knee. He fixed Peanut’s breakfast in the kitchen and took
the bowl out onto the porch.
“Peanut! Breakfast boy!” Jax didn’t hear him move from his favorite
spot under the cabin. Jax stepped out into the garden and scanned
the property line. Damn it! He’s already gone. Jax found the dog’s
ability to hear and feel a storm coming from miles away both impressive and annoying. Jax returned the food dish to the kitchen and
collected his berry bucket. The blueberry bushes had been neglected
and one more storm might harvest them for him.
The bushes were as pregnant as Cookie, hanging heavy under its
own bounty. With the bucket slung across his body by a strap, Jax
collected handfuls two at a time. Jax reached for a top branch and
felt an electrical pulse go up his spine and out his arms. The hairs
pricked up his neck and tickled in his ears. The air was soundless;
no birds chirping, no animals moving. All the chickens were in their
coop. They felt more than an approaching storm. Jax turned and
looked down the hillside over his farm.
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About a hundred yards from him, past the barn and the fence, stood
a wolf. His gray coat blended with the bark of the white oaks. Even
from the distance, he was tall. His body was long, slim, and had
sharp features from his nose to his tail. Jax couldn’t break his gaze.
The wolf ’s stillness made him look unreal. Jax was entranced, until
he heard a goat bleat from outside the barn. Jax ran into the cabin
and threw everything off the top of their chest. Papers, books, and
clothes scattered like shrapnel across the wood boards. He dug to
the bottom and retrieved the rifle. He yanked back the bolt handle;
no ammo. Jax began to throw everything out of the chest that wasn’t
ammo. Where the hell did you put the ammo!? He picked up an old
coffee filter tin. It felt like it was filled with glass marbles and made
a metallic racket. Jax flipped open the lid and dozens of .22 long rifle
rounds scattered the floor. Jax grabbed one and filled the chamber.
He ran for the barn with his bucket swinging on hip, throwing the
berries everywhere. When he rounded the back of the barn, Nougat was lying in the mud with bright blood staining the white fur
around her neck. Her stomach had been partially disemboweled.
Jax looked for the wolf, but like a gray ghost, he was gone.
Jax dropped the rifle in the mud and fell to his knees. He stared
down into his empty hands resting on his lap. Drops of water
splashed into his palms. He looked at the sky. It wasn’t rain that
rolled down the sides of his face. Why? Just, why? My only milking
goat … my Nougat. Jax looked at Nougat’s lifeless body. Her tongue
was hanging out and her eyes were still open. Jax remembered the
first time he saw those eyes open. Nougat’s birth was difficult. She
was a twin and the first one out. Both Jax and Ethan knelt next to
her mother for hours, but the second kid wouldn’t come. Eventually,
they lost both the mother and the kid. Ethan held Jax as he sobbed.
He would run his hands up Jax’s back and down his arms, like he
was trying to move the negative energy out of his body. He would
continue doing that until Jax was calm.
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Jax shook his head and stood. He retrieved the shovel from the barn
wall and began to dig another hole. He was half-tempted to dig one
for himself.
4
Jax’s empty dreams were interrupted by moans drifting on top of
rolls of thunder. Oh no, not tonight! Jax got dressed, grabbed a towel
and headed for the barn. Lightning flashes lit his path as rain began
to fall. He opened the barn door and found Cookie laying on her
side moaning in labor. Jax knelt on the business side of things and
helped guide the kids out of its mother. After an hour of pushing
and pulling, one kid spewed into his arms. He began to wipe it off
but put it down when he saw that Cookie quit pushing and her
breathing slowed. Oh no! Not again! Jax reached up elbow deep into
Cookie and felt around for a thick appendage. He felt the head and
dug deeper for the neck. He gently pulled the kid through the canal.
Halfway there, Jax removed his hand and let Cookie’s body take
over. He waited. “Come on, Cookie.” He rubbed her shoulder. Her
eyes widened and her body clenched. The kid was discharged onto
the towel. Jax wrapped it up, they were both covered in warm blood
and mucus. He wiped the kid down a bit, making sure he didn’t pull
on the neck too hard. It seemed fine as its little legs moved around.
Cookie lifted her head to see her creations. He handed them over
for the mother to do the rest. He knew he was supposed to be filled
with amazement from witnessing the birth of new life, but it just fell
into the hole that death dug.
He pushed some hay around them, grabbed the towel and opened
the barn door. In the darkness he saw two green, round sheens reflected by the barn light. It revealed its teeth as a low growl vibrated off Jax’s chest. He let his eyes focus on the creature. It was the
wolf. He must have smelled the blood from the birth, and Peanut is
probably down the ridge being chased by thunder. I’m going to eat that
dog! Jax stared at the wolf ’s teeth. Something inside of Jax snapped.
He began to snarl back. His breath heaved from his chest. His fists
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squeezed the mucus from his palms. Every alabaster knife in the
wolf ’s cutting grin represented every misfortune, every push back,
every time he didn’t stand up for himself. The rage and sorrow
burned in his chest and flowed down his arms. He reached down,
grabbed the head of the broken pitchfork. The wolf drew back onto
its hindlegs and sprung for Jax’s throat. Jax lunged the pitchfork like
a Spartan spear. The four tines stuck deep into its chest, but the
momentum knocked Jax onto his back. The splintered end of the
post dug into Jax’s chest with the weight of the wolf on top. Jax
used all his strength to keep the post from impaling him. The wolf
snapped down as Jax turned his head. He could feel the wolf ’s hot
breath puff onto his cheek. Jax rolled to his side, flipping the beast
onto the hay floor. Jax rushed for the other half of the broken handle.
He grabbed the handle with both hands and used the weight of his
body to drive the post through the wolf ’s neck. All the energy traveled from his arms, through the post, and into the animal. Jax let out
a primal scream that matched the thunder tearing open the sky. The
wolf tried to howl but it just whined in its own blood. Jax collapsed,
heaving against the barn wall. He caught his breath as the wolf bled
out on the barn floor. Once the wolf stopped breathing, he dragged
it out by his hindlegs into the mud. Jax just left it there. If another
large predator comes for the smell of the blood, they’d be satisfied
with the wolf ’s corpse. Better a bear eats a wolf, than a goat. Jax slowly
walked back to the cabin, and let the rain wash it all away.
4
As Jax brewed a cup of coffee, he saw the blank spot on the wall. He
climbed the stairs to the loft and retrieved his psychedelic painting
of hippie Jesus. He grabbed a hammer and four nails from the mess
on the floor and hammered the canvas to the logs. He stepped back
and smiled at his contribution to his home. He picked up his mess
and organized it in the chest, in a way that made sense to him. He
spread goat cheese over a piece of toast and topped it with blackberry preserve. He filled his coffee mug and went outside to sit on the
steps to his garden. The storm clouds began to clear as the sun rose
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over the neighboring ridge. Jax listened to the birds and watched
the squirrels chase each other through the tree tops. A crisp breeze
caressed him up his back and down his arms. He took in everything
he had. You left me with all of this.
Cookie stepped out of the barn with her kids stumbling behind
her. One kid gingerly made its way down to the garden and nuzzled
against Jax’s leg. He reached down and petted its soft head.
“What will we call you?” he asked. The kid looked up and let out its
first bleat.
“Ruth, it is.”
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ONE-ACT PLAY
Award Citation from Judge Brent Griffin: “Outside the
Lines” by Jacob Patton and Clarissa Majors, this year’s first-place
playwrights, seeks to expand our typical treatment of the one-act
play form. Its rapid scene changes and (often) silent sequencing
convey an overly visual rather than verbal orientation—indeed, we
trace the main character’s emotional development through the colored pencil strokes in his sketch book. Symbolic sight cues provide
several well-constructed occasions for sharp contrast (e.g., a vinyl
record shop—a retro-chic allusion to by-gone communal behavior—is juxtaposed with the ever-ubiquitous ear bud). A “buddy
story” in part, the play skillfully comments on the familiar theme of
finding both inspiration and agency during the search for a unique
locale, a special “spot” (in this case, while rambling in a mid-size
Southern town). Second place goes to Liz Howell’s “Salem,” which
builds upon the best qualities of imitatio to create a clever revision
of Miller’s Crucible—without replicating (thankfully) its overwrought polemics. Third place goes to Ashley K. Ballinger “Somebody Coughed,” a claustrophobic clash of allegorical figures that
conjures the apocalyptic feel of crossing a medieval morality play
with Mad Max. These two plays both excel in crafting atmospherics
that loom oppressively over their panic-stricken characters. Unlike
the first place winner, they also adhere nicely to parameters traditionally associated with one-acts.
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OUTSIDE THE LINES

Jacob Patton and Clarissa Majors,
University of North Georgia

fade in:
int. jake’s room—day
Through a sea of white sketch paper, a blue colored pencil travels
along it’s landscape. An assortment of crumbled drawings sit scattered on the desk. jake wilson (20s) quiet, insecure, and reclusive,
sits at his desk drawing.
Music plays from his earphones. As he finishes a picture, he crumbles it and tosses it to the side with the others. Growing more and
more unhappy with his work, he stands up and paces around his
room.
He sits back down, staring at the blank page. He looks at his other
work, shaking his head in disapproval. As he crumbles another
page of artwork, his phone vibrates and lights up his face.
A text from his best friend davey williams (20s) outgoing, adventurous, and confident, invites Jake to the record shop.
Jake cracks a small smile in response.
int. record shop—day
Jake and Davey browse through records, looking for something interesting. Jake pulls out a record and shows it to Davey.
davey: Oh, that’s cool.
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Davey starts to look back through the records and then he remembers …
davey (cont’d): By the way, have you figured out what you’re gonna
do for your senior art project?
Not too happy to respond, Jake looks over at him.
jake: Eh, not really. I don’t know. Have you?
davey: I’ve got a few ideas, still narrowing it down.
jake: Oh, that’s good.
davey: Yeah.
Davey notices Jake’s ear bud.
davey (cont’d): I guess music hasn’t helped you?
jake: Not really dude. Nothing has seemed to work lately. I was
honestly hoping getting out of the house would help.
Davey knows exactly what to do.
ext. sidewalk—day
Jake and Davey walk down the street, passing by an assortment of
shops.
jake: Where are we going?
davey: Well, you said you hoped getting out of the house would
help, so I’m gonna to take you to my spot.
jake: Your spot?
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davey: Yeah, like where I go for inspiration.
Jake tries to keep up.
ext. top of parking deck—day
Jake stands by the edge of the concrete wall, while Davey sits on the
wall looking over onto the Gainesville Square.
davey: Well, this is it.
Jake looks on as people walk the streets below them.
jake: You can see the entire square from up here. I can’t believe I
haven’t been up here before.
davey: Feeling inspired?
Jake chuckles in response.
jake: Yeah it’s nice.
Davey can sense Jake isn’t inspired by it the way he is.
davey: Hey, its all good dude. We’ll find a place that you love.
Davey jumps down from the wall.
davey (cont’d): Plus, this is my spot and you can’t have it.
They both look at each other and laugh.
int. jake’s room—day
Jake scribbles a few different colors, stops, and then rips out the page.
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He’s back in his room and stumped once again. Earphones are in, but
music can’t help him this time.
He looks over at his cell phone.
ext. alley way—day
Jake and Davey hang out, sitting against the wall. They both draw
in their sketch books.
Jake, obviously unpleased with a drawing, rips out a page and crumbles it up. Davey looks shocked by this.
davey: Woah, dude, what are you doing? Why’d you rip that out?
Jake does not understand.
jake: Eh, I messed up.
davey: Do you always do that?
jake: Mess up? Um I mean -davey: No dude, rip out your work.
jake: Yeah, why?
davey: That’s just a lot of progress you’re not gonna get to look back
on, ya know?
Davey stands up and walks over to Jake, picking up the crumbled
paper and flattening it out.
davey (cont’d): I think it’s kind of cool to keep your work. That’s
the thing about drawing or being an artist—you may not love
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everything you make, but at least you tried. Some people don’t
even do that.
Jake looks surprised and inspired.
jake: Wow, Davey … that’s deep. I never knew you were so poetic.
davey: Okay, shut up.
jake: No but for real, I appreciate that.
They both share a laugh as they go back to drawing in their sketch
books.
ext. courtyard—dusk
Sitting in the middle of the courtyard, Jake works on a sketch while
Davey sits in the opposite direction, looking up at the sky.
jake: What are you thinking about?
Davey points at the clouds.
davey: That looks like that blob you drew last year on the art trip.
Jake looks and laughs.
jake: Real funny.
davey: Are you even going on the art club trip this year?
Jake’s expression noticeably changes upon that question.
jake: Uh, no. Well, I’m not sure yet.
Davey looks interested.
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davey: Why not? Don’t you want to go?
jake: I mean yeah I do, but my dad’s coaching a little league team
this year and wants me to stay in town and help him out.
davey: He wants you to help him coach baseball?
jake: Yeah. I mean, I played when I was kid so I figured I could
help out.
Davey doesn’t understand.
davey: And you’d rather do that than go on this art trip?
jake: Yeah.
davey: Our senior art trip?
Lying through his teeth, Jake responds.
jake: Yep.
davey: Okay, you do whatever you want, but this would be a good
opportunity.
As Davey goes back to drawing, Jake sits there in thought. We can see
the insecurity in Jake’s face.
ext. outside jake’s house—night
Jake walks up to his front door, hesitant to go in. He puts his sketch
book behind his back and tucks it into his pants.
He walks through the front door reluctantly.
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int. jake’s room—night
He sits at his desk doodling, feeling inspired for once. Earphones are
in again, helping him escape into a daydream.
He sits back in the chair, admiring his work when something catches
his eye.
He looks over and see’s a shadow against the stairway leading up to
his bedroom. Someone is there. He quickly takes his sketchbook and
pencil off his table.
Before he puts his supplies away for good, he looks back and the
shadow moves away. The person is gone. Jake lets out a sigh of relief.
ext. parking lot—day
Davey sits in front of a sign that reads “Good People of Gainesville”
with a picture of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Jake walks up to him and
slouches on the ground next to him.
davey: You got your sketch book?
Jake pulls it out from behind his back.
jake: Right here.
They both sit in silence for a minute drawing.
jake (cont’d): Listen, I was thinking about what you said yesterday
about the art trip … I know I should be going. I still might not
be able to, but I’m going to tell my dad he needs to find someone
else to help coach.
Davey looks surprised.
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davey: Alright, that’s what I like to hear. Are you sure though?
jake: Yeah, I’m sure.
Davey nods his head. After they go back to their normal selves, they
get to drawing in their sketch books.
montage—various
• ext. inman perk coffee—day—Jake and Davey sit outside
the coffeeshop drinking coffee and conversing. Jake starts to open up
more.
• ext. art parking lot—day—Jake and Davey walk together
looking at different pieces of art.
• ext. square—day—They sit together near the monument, drawing in their sketchbooks, cracking jokes as the draw.
end montage
int. park—day
Jake and Davey walk along the pathway eating ice-cream.
davey: So what’s the deal with wearing the earphone all of the time?
Jake finishes his bite before answering.
jake: It’s just habit. I don’t really think of it much anymore.
davey: Are you listening to anything?
Jake shakes his head no.
jake: Most the time I forget that its even in. I don’t mind it much.
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davey: So why not take them out?
jake: Like I said, it’s just a habit I have. Plus, if I ever want to listen
to music … boop.
Jake touches his earbud.
jake (cont’d): It’s already in and I don’t have to worry about untangling cords. It’s like an instant escape.
Davey shrugs his shoulders.
davey: That is convenient. I’ll give you that much.
They both continue eating their ice cream.
montage—various
• ext. back alley—day—They take a break from drawing as
they throw rocks at a bottle.
• ext. painted wall—day—They walk among a wall in conversation, bonding together and laughing.
• ext. coke wall—day—Walking down the street, Jake and
Davey pass a color wall, decorated with the Coke logo.
end montage
ext. bridge to nowhere—night
Jake and Davey sit on the bridge watching the cars drive underneath.
Jake takes in the view, as the wind blows and the street lights illuminate the sky.
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As Jake looks up to the sky, he lays down on his back. He takes out
his earphone for the first time.
jake: This. This feels like I’m in Heaven.
Davey looks over at him with a smile.
davey: Could it be?
Jake chuckles to himself.
jake: I think it could be.
davey: Yeah? Did we just find your spot?
As cars pass underneath the bridge and the light’s shine from the
bridge, Jake becomes totally immersed in the world surrounding him.
davey (cont’d): Do you know why this bridge is called The Bridge
to Nowhere?
Jake looks at him confused.
jake: Because it leads to nowhere? I don’t know.
Laughing, Davey responds.
davey: Well, yeah, but theres a story behind it. They were originally
going to build a hotel on the other side. But nothing came of that.
Then they thought heck, lets build a convention center.
Jake sits up, interested in the story.
davey (cont’d): But of course, nothing was ever built there. So people started calling it The Bridge to Nowhere. It’s kind of a joke
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now. But that’s what I love, is that people hated on this bridge at
first—
jake: But now they’ve accepted it for what it is.
davey: Yeah, exactly.
The boys hang out at the bridge and chat for a while longer before
time escapes them.
davey (cont’d): Alright man, well I’m going to head home, you want
to walk back with me?
Jake, looking like a kid who doesn’t want to leave the playground,
rejects his offer.
jake: I think I’m going to stay here a little while longer. I’ll see you
tomorrow.
Davey walks away, leaving Jake by himself on the bridge. He draws
for a little while before looking at his watch and realizing he has to go.
ext. outside jake’s house—night
Jake walks up to his door, takes his keys out and walks inside.
int. living room—night
Jake walks into an argument being had between his mom and dad.
He freezes at the front door. He immediately puts in his earphones
and puts his sketch book behind his back. He walks quickly towards
his room, hoping not to be seen.
Right as he walks towards the hallway, his father, robert wilson
(50s) abusive, arrogant, and unaccepting of Jake’s lifestyle choices,
catches Jake in the corner of his eye.
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robert: And where the hell have you been? Take those damn earphones out.
Jake stops in his tracks startled, taking out his earphones.
jake: Just out with Davey.
Robert points to Jake, noticing he’s hiding something behind his back.
robert: What do you have there?
Jake nervously swallows and doesn’t want to say.
jake: Just my—
robert: For god’s sake, please don’t say it’s your sketch book.
Robert mocks Jake.
robert (cont’d): You been out coloring with Davey? I specifically
told you that I wanted you to put the art bullshit down, and start
working on baseball. You think you’re gonna make the team this
year by drawing some squiggly lines? Give it here.
Jake looks on, anger festering inside of him. Jake’s mom tries to make
Robert quit but he doesn’t listen.
robert (cont’d): Give me the sketch book.
jake: No dad. I’m going to keep it.
robert: Excuse me?
Jake’s mother pleads for Robert to stop.
robert (cont’d): I said give me the damn book.
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Robert gives Jake a chilling look, a warning to what will come. Jake
backs up a fews steps. Robert lunges for the sketch book behind Jake’s
back and grabs onto it. Jake’s mom screams in terror.
With one powerful tug, Jake rips it out of Robert’s hand and runs for
the door, sketchbook in hand.
ext. outside jake’s house—night
Jake runs out the front door and once he hits the street, he doesn’t
look back.
ext. downtown gainesville streets—night
Jake runs through the streets, sketchbook in hand and no ending destination in sight. He lets all his emotions out as he turns corners and
passes under street lights.
He runs past The Collegiate Grill, passing underneath the glowing
neon sign.
Passing the different spots him and Davey explored during the past
two days, he knows exactly where he wants to go next.
ext. bridge to nowhere—night
As the bridge glows a bright white color, Jake finally reaches the destination he had been seeking.
Once stopped, he leans over to catch his breath. He takes out his
sketchbook and flips through the pages he had drawn the days before.
We see sketches of the different places him and Davey had been the
past two days. He flips to the last page and it’s an unfinished drawing
of the bridge.
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Jake sits down and works on finishing the drawing.
We see lines drawn across the page, as Jake works on his final piece.
After a minute or so, Jake holds his finished piece out in front of him.
In this moment, Jake becomes complete. Happy. Free. Accepted by
himself. In his spot.
fade to black.
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SALEM

Liz Howell, Delta State University
cast of characters
cat, a mysterious black cat
mary warren, an 18-year-old housemaid of the Proctors
john proctor, a 60-year-old husband of Elizabeth Proctor
elizabeth proctor, a 42-year-old third wife of John Proctor
william griggs, a 77-year-old town doctor & uncle to Elizabeth Hubbard
elizabeth hubbard, a 17-year-old niece and housemaid to
William Griggs
prison guard, a guard for those on trial for witchcraft
place: Salem, Massachusetts
Time: April, 1692

Scene I
setting: The front of a lone, faded farmhouse—a door is centered
in the wall, and there is a single step down from the door to the
ground.
at rise: The sun is just beginning to set. An owl can be heard in
the distance, and crickets are chirping. A black cat slinks its way
onstage, coming around the corner of the house as mary warren
enters through the farmhouse door with a broom.
The cat sits to watch Mary as she works. Mary frowns and brushes
the dirt toward the cat in an attempt to scare it away.
mary warren: Shoo! Get out of here! We don’t need your kind
‘round here. This is a respectable home.
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The cat yawns, then blinks at Mary. It makes no attempt to move.
mary warren (Cont’d): I said get away!
Mary swats the cat with the broom. It growls, arches its back, and
hisses at her before taking off in the direction it came from.
mary warren (Cont’d): This is a respectable, God-fearing home,
devil. Do not bring your curses ‘round here.
Mary continues to sweep for a moment before dropping the broom.
She begins to convulse before screaming and dropping to the ground.
Enter john proctor
John Proctor picks Mary up by her arm.
john proctor: What did I tell you, girl? This is no place for this
foolishness! Get to your feet!
Mary cries out as she struggles to get her balance, placing a hand
against her head.
mary warren: Please, Master John, please! ‘Tis not foolishness!
I’ve another vision; I’ve seen a witch, I tell you!
john proctor: Quiet! I have said such claims will not be made in
my home, and I intend to enforce this. Get back to your work,
and stop starting at shadows, or I promise you’ll regret it.
John drags her into the house. They exit through the door. The cat
returns and curls into a ball on the straw of the fallen broom.
Scene II
setting: The Proctor’s dining area—a rough, handmade table sits
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in the middle of the room, surrounded by four chairs. A stove stands
in the corner of the room, and the door and window leading to the
front of the house is behind them.
at rise: John Proctor stands, looking out the window, as his wife,
elizabeth proctor, sits at the table. A single lantern lights the
room.
elizabeth proctor (concerned.): John, please. I know how you
feel about such things, but surely we cannot simply toss the girl
into the cold.
john proctor (angry.): Elizabeth, I have told that girl that I will
not allow claims of witchcraft to come into my home. I’ve done
all I can to make her see how foolish she is being, yet she continues to claim that she sees them after these weeks. I will not allow
her to continue to work here if she will not stop.
elizabeth proctor: But imagine the trouble of hiring another
maidservant in the current climate. So many people from the
town have already been accused. Most young women fear any
change to their lives, for good reason, lest it lead to accusations
toward them.
John turns to face Elizabeth. A light flickers outside the window. He
speaks again, raising his voice.
john proctor: I will not have any mention of witchcraft under my
roof! She will be gone by tomorrow evening, and that is final!
There is a knock on the door. Elizabeth looks away as John opens
the door.
john proctor (Cont’d): Good evening, friends. To what do we owe
this honor at such a late hour?
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william griggs (offstage): I fear I do you no honor, John. Might
we come in?
john proctor: Of course.
John backs up to allow the visitors to enter.
Enter william griggs, the local doctor, and elizabeth hubbard, his niece and house servant, holding a torch.
william griggs: I hear your maidservant has shown signs of demon possession, John.
Elizabeth Proctor gasps and stands from her chair.
elizabeth proctor: This must be some mistake, Doctor. Mary—
Mary has simply been—
john proctor: William, you accuse us of bringing a witch under
our roof? We are God-fearing folk and strive to keep from getting involved in this. We do not accuse others, but you now say
that we have been sheltering a witch?
william griggs : I do not blame you, nor your wife, John. Witches
are skilled at their trickery-–you may have been placed under a
curse. I do not know that Miss Warren is a witch; I simply want
to see the girl for myself.
elizabeth proctor: Doctor, please. Mary is no more a witch than
your niece is.
john proctor: Hush, wife. Come, William. I will take you to the
girl.
John Proctor and William Griggs exit stage, going further into the
house.
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elizabeth hubbard: You accuse me of witchcraft, ma’am?
elizabeth proctor: I did not. I simply said that Mary is no more
a witch than you.
elizabeth hubbard: Mary is a witch. I saw so myself.
elizabeth proctor: You have had the fits, then? Same as our
Mary?
elizabeth hubbard: Your Mary has faked her fits in order to hide,
and she has tried to curse me herself. You know that I have been
blessed-–the Lord himself allows me to see who is a witch, and
Mary has attempted to take this from me.
elizabeth proctor: If you lose this ability that you claim to have,
mayhap that means that there are no more witches in Salem.
elizabeth hubbard: I assure you, ma’am, that witches still abide
within our town, and I will not rest until they are all put to death.
Enter William Griggs and John Proctor, carrying Mary Warren between them. She is crying and struggling to get away.
mary warren: No! Please, Mrs. Proctor, please tell them I am no
witch!
william griggs: Hush, girl! Silence! You will not torment these
fine people any longer!
mary warren: Please, sir, I implore you! They’ll have me hanged! I
am not a witch; I am not!
John and Elizabeth Proctor make eye contact for a moment as he and
William Griggs drag Mary out the door.
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John Proctor, William Griggs, and Mary Warren exit the house.
elizabeth proctor: I believe you should go with your uncle, Miss
Hubbard.
Elizabeth Hubbard narrows her eyes at Elizabeth Proctor.
elizabeth hubbard : Aye, I can see why you’d want me out of
your home, Mrs. Proctor.
elizabeth proctor: Miss Hubbard, I will not stand for—
elizabeth hubbard: No, Mrs. Proctor. I am sure you will not.
Good night.
Exit Elizabeth Hubbard.
Scene III
setting: Salem Jail—It is dark, the only light coming from a
barred window placed high out of reach in the prison wall. Rats can
be heard squeaking from the shadows, and the floor is covered in filth.
at rise: Mary Warren is chained to the wall.
mary warren: Ye, though I walk through the valley of the shadow
of death, I will fear no evil, for thou art—
guard (off.): Silence, witch!
mary warren:—with me. Thy rod and thy staff, they comfort me—
guard (off.): I said silence, witch!
The cell door opens, and the guard advances toward Mary. The
guard raises his hand as if to strike her, and she braces herself.
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Another door opens, and lantern light enters the cell.
Enter Elizabeth Hubbard, carrying a lantern.
elizabeth hubbard: Do not strike her, warder. You do not know
how she may be able to curse you.
The Guard recoils.
elizabeth hubbard (Cont’d): I would like to speak to the witch.
guard: Miss, it may curse you if you approach it.
elizabeth hubbard: I assure you, the witch will not curse me, for
I have God on my side.
The guard spits on Mary before leaving. Elizabeth Hubbard enters
the cell, and the door slams shut behind her. She does not react to the
sound.
mary warren: Why do you this, Ellie? I thought us friends! I
helped you, and now you accuse me as well! I will tell them-–I
will!
elizabeth hubbard: No one will believe you, witch.
mary warren: You know I am no witch!
Elizabeth smirks as she turns to face the cell door.
elizabeth hubbard: You knew not to cross me.
mary warren: He beat me, Ellie! I had to stop; I had no choice!
elizabeth hubbard: You always had a choice.
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Elizabeth turns to face Mary again and strokes her cheek.
elizabeth hubbard (Cont’d): You simply made the wrong one.
mary warren: Ellie, please! Tell them I am not a witch! They’ll
have me hanged, Ellie! They’ll have me hanged!
elizabeth hubbard: You should have considered that possibility
before changing sides. Now, I suppose I shall have to tell the
good doctor that your dear Proctors have been cursed as well.
mary warren: No! Ellie, they are good people! You will ruin them!
elizabeth hubbard: You said he beat you, Mary. You should be
thanking me.
mary warren: Please, Ellie. Mrs. Proctor never harmed me; at
least allow her some dignity!
elizabeth hubbard: I cannot, Mary. She has come too close already. You know what I must do.
mary warren: Ellie, please! You don’t have to do this!
elizabeth hubbard: Good-bye, Mary. I’ll ensure your death is
swift.
Elizabeth walks to the cell door as Mary begins to sob. It opens, and
she begins to walk out. She pauses and half-turns back to Mary.
elizabeth hubbard (Cont’d):You could have been one of us, Mary.
We would have been good together. We would have been unstoppable.
mary warren: Nay! Ellie, it is not you who is unstoppable! Please,
Ellie, please, before it is too late! Please, give the Devil back his
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power before it consumes you!
elizabeth hubbard: Bold of you to assume that the Devil is a
man, Mary.
Exit Elizabeth Hubbard.
The cell door closes.
Scene IV
setting: Doctor’s Cellar—stairs leading to the rest of the house
stands to the side, and barrels and shelves of preserved food line the
walls. The room is lit by lamplight.
at rise: Elizabeth Hubbard checks to make sure no one is around,
then pulls an elaborate knife from under the shelf. She sets her lantern on the floor and flips a few pages as she sits down then lets the
book lay in her lap.
Elizabeth holds her left hand skyward, closes her eyes, and slices her
palm open with the knife. Smiling, she begins writing the Proctor’s
names with her blood in the dirt floor.
elizabeth hubbard: Now that Mary is out of the picture—Elizabeth Proctor … John Proctor. You’ll be out of my way soon.
elizabeth hubbard (Cont’d after a pause): Aye, Mrs. Proctor.
Mary Warren is certainly no more witch than I.
The door above the stairs opens and light floods the cellar from offstage. Elizabeth quickly wipes the names from the dust, extinguishes
the lantern, and shoves the knife under the shelf before ducking offstage into the shadows.
william griggs (off.): Elizabeth? Are you down here, girl?
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Enter William Griggs.
A black cat walks out of the shadows and meows up at William before sitting back, licking its paw and wiping at its ear.
william griggs (Cont’d): How did you get in here?
William Griggs picks up the cat, which purrs loudly. He frowns and
walks toward the cellar door.
william griggs (Cont’d): We’ve no need for your kind around here.
I’ve told you this. You’ll only draw attention, and I cannot afford
that. I’ll take you to the river and get rid of you once and for all.
William Griggs picks up a burlap sack, and the cat immediately hisses. It scratches him, causing him to drop it, before it darts back into
the shadows. It growls for a moment before it goes silent.
william griggs (Cont’d): Damned cat! Devil spawn!
William Griggs goes to the cellar door while muttering to himself.
He closes the cellar door behind him, leaving the cellar entirely dark.
After a moment, Elizabeth Hubbard reenters stage from the shadows,
rekindles her lantern, and stands.
elizabeth hubbard: Dearest uncle, if I didn’t need you so, I assure you, I’d have gotten rid of you long ago.
Elizabeth looks at the blood on her hand. She eyes it for a moment
before gently licking it off and tucking a stray hair behind her ear.
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SOMEBODY COUGHED

Ashley K. Ballinger, Mississippi University for Women
cast of characters
fear
anger
child
empathy
faith
note: This play has open gender casting. Pronouns can be changed
to fit the cast.
time: The middle of the night.
setting: A shelter in a dead world. It has bare walls, a few cots, a
couch, a small table with a lamp on it, and a tattered rug on the floor.
There is a shotgun hidden under the couch. There is a window in the
back with curtains drawn blinds closed. To the right is a door, the
only exit outside. It is bolted shut. The left exit leads to the kitchen/
storage room.
The stage is dark. In the darkness, a loud, dry cough is heard. fear
is on the couch, they turn on the lamp. Everyone else is either on a
cot or on the floor. They are all awake, and they all heard the cough.
child is clinging to faith.
fear: Somebody coughed.
empathy: Yeah, I heard it.
anger: So?
fear: That’s bad.
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anger: How is that bad?
fear: You know how it’s bad. Who was it? (long pause) It had to be
somebody.
faith: How can we be sure it is what we think it is?
empathy: We can’t be. It was just a cough. Perhaps someone was
just clearing their throat, or they have a cold?
fear: Then why is no one confessing? (long pause) Somebody
coughed.
anger: Why does one cough matter so much? They’re right, it
could be anything.
faith: A single, dry cough. Surely, it’s nothing serious.
fear: But that’s always what they think. “It’s just a cough, it’s nothing serious,” but a dry cough leads to a wet cough, wet with mucus and phlegm, then it’s wet with blood, then after blood comes
death and … we all know what comes after death. (pause) So
who did it? (long pause)
empathy (to anger): Was it you?
anger: What? No, it wasn’t me.
empathy: Are you sure?
anger: Yes.
empathy: Because it’s alright if it was.
anger: It wasn’t!
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faith: It’s alright. Whoever did it, just step up.
anger: Then what? What happens when the person does step up,
if they do?
faith: We’ll try to see what caused the cough, and if it’s a cause for
alarm.
fear: No.
faith: No?
fear: We’ll do the only thing we can do.
empathy: What do you mean?
fear: We’ll send them outside.
empathy: What?
child stirs and clings tighter to faith
faith (to fear): Isn’t that a little drastic?
fear: If they’re coughing now, they’re already contagious. If we keep
them around to see if it is what we think it is, by the time we
know for sure it will be too late for the rest of us. We can’t take
any risks.
faith: But does it have to be that way? Couldn’t we separate them
from the rest of us? Like a quarantine?
fear: All we have is the kitchen and this room. Sending them outside is the quarantine.
empathy: If they do have it, and they’re already contagious …
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anger: Any of us could have it already …
fear: Or it may not have been passed to anyone else yet, so whoever
coughed needs to leave before they do spread it.
faith: But whoever coughed may not even have it.
child: We can’t go outside …
faith comforts child.
fear: Somebody coughed. Who was it?
Footsteps are heard overhead. Everyone looks around, frightened.
fear quickly turns off the lamp, leaving the stage in full darkness.
The footsteps are heard a bit longer, then they go away.
anger: Is it gone?
fear: I think so.
fear turns the lamp back on.
empathy (to anger): Are you sure it wasn’t you?
anger: Yes! Why are you so determined to make me say it?
empathy: I’m not. I’m just trying to be careful.
anger: Careful? Then why aren’t you asking someone else?
empathy: I wasn’t sure. You seemed to think it wasn’t important.
anger: None of us think it’s important. The only one who thinks
it’s serious is them. (pointing to fear)
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faith: They have a point, though.
anger: We’re supposed to work together to survive, but someone
coughs and suddenly we’re willing to throw each other outside to
leave them to die? It’s stupid, it’s brash, and it’s not right!
child whimpers. fear looks around, startled.
empathy: If you’re afraid that we’ll abandon you if you say it, we
won’t. Quarantine doesn’t mean you’re left for dead. I promise.
anger: Promises don’t mean shit anymore!
fear: Shut up …
anger: You shut up!
fear: No! Hush!
fear begins to reach for the lamp, listens, then stops.
fear: Nothing …
anger: It’s always nothing.
faith: Not always.
fear: You can’t be too careful.
anger: No. Especially when you’re killing your friends just because
somebody coughed.
faith: Leave them alone. They’ve gotten us through a lot. None of
us would be here if it wasn’t for them.
anger: Hiding in a dark cave, jumping at every sound and throwing
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each other out at the slightest hint of danger. Yes, the ideal life.
fear: At least we’re not dead!
faith: Yes. At least there’s that.
empathy: Look, can you think of someone other than yourself for
once and just say it?
anger: How do you know it was me? How do we know it wasn’t
you?
empathy: It wasn’t me.
anger: How can we be sure? You seem eager to push the suspicion
to someone else.
empathy: I’m telling you, it wasn’t me. And you’re the only one
attacking other people.
anger: Attacking? Look who’s talking. You’ve been trying to make
me “confess” since it happened.
faith: Please stop fighting.
anger: (to faith) Stay out of this! (to empathy) You’ve had problems with me from the start. You’ve probably been waiting for
the opportunity to get rid of me, and this is it.
empathy begins to say something, but faith stops them.
faith: Arguing about this isn’t going to help. So why don’t we all
just sit down and whoever did it just say so?
anger looks at child, then points at them.
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anger: They haven’t said anything this whole time.
faith steps between child and anger.
faith: It wasn’t them.
anger: How do you know?
faith: Because they were sleeping beside me. I would have heard
them.
anger: Maybe. But how do we know you aren’t trying to cover up
for them? You’re the one who takes care of them, after all. You
and them (pointing to fear).
faith: I swear to you, it wasn’t them.
anger (pause): Alright. Was it you?
child: No!
anger pushes past faith and leans in close to child.
anger: It was you, wasn’t it? Go on, say it.
child shakes their head.
anger (continued): Say it.
child begins to cry. anger grabs their shoulders and begins to
roughly shake them.
anger (continued): God damn it, say it!
faith pulls anger off of child.
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faith: Stop it! I’m telling you, it wasn’t them!
fear: All of you stop. We’re making too much noise as it is. What
if they find us?
anger: They’ll find us just as easily with that lamp on.
fear: We need it.
anger: Why?
fear: So we can be honest with each other. So no one can hide.
anger: So we can be interrogated. (pause) Did you do it?
fear: No.
anger: How do we know?
fear: It wasn’t me.
anger (louder): How do we know?
fear: Don’t be so loud.
anger: I’ll bet it was you. I know how you are. You turn off that
light and keep a gun under the couch like you can fight, but I
know if one of those things really did come in here, you’d piss
yourself and not do a damn thing. Everyone loves to talk about
you and say we wouldn’t be here if it weren’t for you, and those
two (motioning to child and faith) are always by your side, always supporting you, but you only made it this long by hiding.
That’s what you’re doing now. You’re trying to blame someone
else for the cough and throw them out so you can live just a little
longer. What were you going to do when the other symptoms
started showing?
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faith: Leave them alone!
anger: What? Are you going to say they didn’t do it, either? You’re
always standing up for them both. What about me? Do you
think I did it?
faith: I don’t know who did it.
anger: Of course you don’t. No one does except the one who did it,
but if we go by what everyone is saying then no one did it. Somebody in here is a liar, and it sure as hell isn’t me!
empathy : How do we know?
anger: Don’t start with me again!
Footsteps are heard overhead again. faith and child are the only
ones who hear them.
empathy: You say it wasn’t you? Prove it.
anger: I don’t have to prove it.
Footsteps become louder. child covers them ears.
faith: Stop …
fear: If it was you, you need to say it. Now.
anger: All of you are against me! You all must be working together
to throw me out! How do I know that was even a real cough?
empathy: You’re the one desperate to throw someone else out. You
don’t have any evidence, you’re just denying it and accusing other
people.
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Footsteps grow louder. child begins to cry.
anger: You don’t have any evidence, either!
faith: Stop it!
fear (stands and shouts): Sit down and shut up!
Footsteps become louder and faster. Now everyone can hear them.
fear claps their hand over their mouth, then quickly turns out the
lamp. The footsteps approach the door. There’s knocking on the door.
Pause. More knocking. Pause. The footsteps go away. After several
beats, fear turns the lamp back on. fear and child are both clinging to faith.
faith: It was me. I coughed.
fear: What?
faith: I haven’t been feeling well, lately. I thought it was nothing,
but now I’m fearing the worst.
fear: No …
child: Please don’t go!
faith: I have to. They were right, we can’t take any chances. You
don’t want to get sick, do you?
anger looks down, and slowly walks to a cot to sit down.
child: I can’t … I need you!
fear (to faith): Please, don’t do this.
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faith: You said so yourself. Your instincts have gotten us through
a lot of trouble.
anger: So, you’re just going to leave, then?
faith looks at the door and wrings their hands together.
faith: No. I can’t … I won’t live out there by myself. I want … (to
fear) You still have that gun, don’t you?
fear: … What for?
faith: I just … I need to defend myself. We’ve already heard those
things out there twice, tonight. They’re nearby.
fear: It’s the only one we have …
empathy: Oh, for God’s sake, are you serious? They’re going outside. They need it more than we do.
fear: Christ … you’re right, I’m sorry.
empathy (to faith): Listen, you don’t have to go far. We’ll give you
some food, and you can hide nearby and see if you are sick. If you
aren’t, then you can come back in.
Long pause. child rushes to faith and throws their arms around
them, sobbing.
child: Don’t go! Don’t leave me!
faith: It will be okay, I promise.
empathy walks to the couch and looks at fear. fear hesitates,
then pulls the shotgun out from under it and hands it to them.
faith lets go of child.
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faith: Take care of yourself. For my sake.
faith and empathy walk to the door. empathy hesitates, then unbolts the door and opens it.
empathy: If you need anything, call us.
faith: I won’t.
faith steps outside before anyone can say anything, and empathy
shuts and bolts the door behind them. child begins to sob again
and throws themselves onto fear’S lap. anger keeps to themselves and refuses to look at them.
empathy: What did they mean by that? They won’t need us?
fear: Food … Wait, they forgot their food!
fear gets up and quickly exits to the kitchen. child begins to follow them, but then stops and begins to shiver.
empathy: Something’s not right.
anger: They coughed …
A gunshot is heard, and child stifles a scream. empathy quickly
unbolts the front door and runs outside. fear runs back onstage,
holding some cans of soup. Everyone stares at the door, then empathy re-enters. They are too baffled to speak, and they shut the door
behind them, without bolting the lock.
fear: What …
empathy only looks at fear, and fear begins to cry.
child: What are we going to do now?
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fear: I don’t know … I don’t know. I don’t … I don’t know!
Footsteps come pounding to the front door. Everyone panics and
child runs to fear as fear turns out the lamp. In the darkness,
pounding on the door can be heard, then the door is thrown open.
End
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CREATIVE NONFICTION
Award Citation from Judge Melissa Delbridge: The short
memoir “Choreography” by Joseph Neyland, the first-place winner,
evokes such a range of authentic emotion. Clever, wise, and moving,
“Choreography” unfolds with grace and wit, even in the face of tremendous pain and injustice. There is a magnificent restraint in the
telling of this story. We are fed the elements of what happened bite
by bite, in just the right order, and each morsel leaves us with our
mouths gaping, waiting for the next. Self-effacing humor permeates
the story, but then I am angry, and then I am relieved, and finally,
teary at the redemptive emotional power of that perfectly beautiful
ending. Elegant and honest work. I am grateful to have read this.
Respect.
To describe Averie Womack’s “Nuclear,” which won second place,
take a big handful of clear, smart writing. Toss in a blend of believable, breathing characters presented in a manner that makes the
reader care about each. Stir in a mess that simply doesn’t belong
there. Make it a real big mess. Add immediacy by writing in the
present tense. Now, sandwich it all between two accounts of somewhere unexpected … Hey. I know. Make it the Cheesecake Factory. Sometimes life just smacks you flat with something impossible
to handle, and you, you fine person, you manage to dust off your
britches and handle it anyway. Present it as well as the author of
“Nuclear” did and your readers will love you for it.
I love a road trip, and boy, oh boy, did I enjoy “The Anxious Anemic’s Field Guide to the Tallgrass Prairie” by Zelda Engeler-Young,
the third place winner. The author ensnares and presents the adventure, the randomness, the absurdity, and the revelations with such
generosity. She presents them to me like gifts wrapped in words.
She writes with wisdom and maturity about the small events and
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objects around her, looking at them long enough and deeply enough
to find and convey a significance previously invisible. She takes her
time. The reader constantly experiences her seeing the world in a
new way, and sees it right along with her. I know how it feels to be
her, and that is the most important task of creative nonfiction.
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CHOREOGRAPHY

Joseph Neyland, Mississippi State University

There is something beautiful about choreographed violence. The
careful but swift stroke of a blade, or the purposeful placement of a
hand on the ribs or a foot in the mouth. The efficiency of pain. The
meaning inherent in each movement. It suggests a higher level of
existence, one that allows us to be fully present with ourselves, with
no regrets from the past nor reservations for the future. To exist
completely in sync with one’s body and soul.
Real fights are nothing like that. Not in the slightest.
There is nothing sharp or crisp or clear about violence. Everything is
a smear of motion and adrenaline and color and breath, and there is
no room to really think, and trying to make space to think puts you
at risk, so an attempt is made at giving in to your animal instincts,
but they are too dull, too sleepy, and your higher self cannot sacrifice itself to this prehistoric clarity, this slumbering demon. Real
fights are quick, too, less than a minute, with the victor decided in
an instant and, if both parties survive, argued about.
Honor is an afterthought.
4
I got into a fight once. At Chastain Middle School, in 7th grade. I
was among the shorter half of the grade, but I made up for what I
lacked in height with speed, dexterity, intelligence, and a fair amount
of lower body strength. Girls liked to comment on my apparently
shapely figure, and braver ones would take the liberty of slapping
my butt on the way to class. A swift lesson in consent. Even now, it
happens from time to time.
Anyway, I was a short, peanut-headed nerd with terrible eyesight
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and jacked-up teeth, and I was blessed to go to a school where the
stereotypical stratification of students did not apply. I was afforded
some level of notoriety due to my innate ability to provide correct
answers, and my ma always told me I never met a stranger, so with
a smile and a joke I managed to make it through school fairly unscathed. I learned early on that people remember when you help
them out in a bind and that they had a hard time resisting a smile,
crooked teeth and all.
I took Kung Fu classes the entire time I was in middle school, and I
was enamored. My dad raised me on a healthy diet of comic books
and trips to the library, so I was already predisposed to the idea of
physically fighting evil with just my skills and wits, like Shang-Chi
or Iron Fist. I believed, like most people do, that I was better than I
was. That being said, I wasn’t bad at all.
The fight happened in PE, near the end of the school year. Instead
of our usual running drills or whatever sport we were supposed to
be playing, Coach Stringfellow, who was shaped more like a balloon
than a string, had allowed us free rein while he relaxed in his surprisingly sturdy chair. Half of the boys had pickup games going at either
end of the basketball court, and the rest of us sat scattered across
the bleachers with our friends yelling and laughing. A normal day.
Usually I’d be with my friends Viviek and Jaylen, both nerds like me,
the former Indian and the latter rotund. Today Viviek didn’t show,
so I sat talking with Jaylen while we waited on the class to end.
Not too far over were Jared and his henchman Antonio. I know
what you’re thinking, and I swear to you this is the best word to describe him. Jared was taller than the rest of us, roguishly handsome,
and his telltale smirk always preceded either a well-timed joke, a
caustic taunt, or some feat of athletic ability. I was certain he ranked
higher in the proverbial food chain than I did. It would be easy to
say he was a bully, but he wasn’t.
He just did what he wanted.
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This day, he apparently wanted to spray me with water from a spray
bottle he had separated in order to make it a more effective weapon.
A slightly impressive feat of engineering, now that I think about it.
Having dealt with my fair share of teasing my entire life and recently having learned how to verbally retaliate with insults, I politely
asked him to stop.
He didn’t.
I put my hood on and attempted to ignore him. Jared kept it up,
with Antonio sniggering in the background like a demented meerkat.
After a few more minutes of this, I remembered a conversation between my friends and I on the new policy on fighting at school a few
weeks back.
“Yeah, apparently if you don’t start the fight, they won’t suspend you,”
Jaylen said.
“Really? Well, I mean, that makes sense; you shouldn’t get punished
for defending yourself,” I said, or maybe Viviek did. “I don’t know
what my parents would do if I got in a fight.”
I was yanked back to the present by another spurt of liquid hitting
the side of my face, and in that split second, a decision was made.
4
Jaylen had a great time describing the fight to Viviek when he got
back, laughing in fits as he described me chasing Jared down the
bleachers thunderously, getting picked up by Jared, and me subsequently slapping the dog piss out of him. Jared drops me and we
square up officially now, and Jaylen recounts how Jared pulls my
hood over my head and I launch a few blind missiles before I am
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picked up again, this time by Coach Stringfellow. I find it surprising
that I didn’t struggle as Coach carried me away to the principal’s
office.
The correct use of Kung Fu requires a clear mind and calm appraisal
of the situation at hand. This is very difficult to accomplish with
obstructed vision and rising annoyance, so my forms were less than
ideal. I didn’t even get to use my butterfly kick.
Somehow, as I am being hustled out of the gym, I see my glasses on
the wooden floor.
4
Coach brings Jared in, sits him down next to me, and asks what
started all this ruckus. We tell him as a unit, with me starting the
conversation and Jared being surprisingly truthful with his details.
As we’re explaining, I come to the realization that I wasn’t even mad
when the fight started, or during the fight. I don’t even really care
now that it’s over, either. This entire time, I can’t tell a beaver from
a bullfrog because my glasses got knocked off during the scuffle,
which is probably why I couldn’t pay much attention to the two
police officers that came in at the beginning of our joint confession.
I relay the loss of my bifocals to Coach Stringfellow, who brushes
past the information like a combover.
I don’t remember if the cops introduced themselves when they came
in, but I do remember them scolding Jared for squirting potentially
dangerous liquids at my eyes, and I definitely remember them telling us that they were going to put us both in handcuffs.
“We’re going to put you boys in handcuffs now, is that alright?”
Stupid questions deserve stupid answers, but I didn’t have the mental dexterity to provide one at the moment.
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Apparently, Jared didn’t either.
Handcuffs are superiorly uncomfortable. The mechanism is similar
to a zip tie, so that it can be tightened at will but cannot be loosened
except with a key. I situated my hands behind my back at the cops’
request, and the metal kkkkkklik-ed closed onto my bony wrists,
and I spent the rest of my time in the handcuffs trying to find the
least uncomfortable orientation. I couldn’t.
While we waited for the officers and Coach Stringfellow to contact
the front office and then our parents, Taylor Tucker brought me my
glasses and put them on my face for me, seeing as I was incapacitated at the moment. She was taller than I was, skinnier, and her
shiny smile full of straight teeth was usually preceded by a hilarious
statement and followed by her own raucous laughter. She reminded
me of a chipmunk. I had always thought she was cute, but after that
day, she was an angel. I hope she’s still at joyful as she was.
I still wonder why we were handcuffed. We were cooperating with
the officers, we were obviously not going to fight each other again,
and we were twelve. I still got my shoes from Payless. Jared, for all
his blessings in the height department, still didn’t come to above the
officer’s shoulders. And even after that, why did they walk us down
the hall to the front office?
Why did they make the handcuffs so tight?
4
In the front office, Jared and I sat across from the police, who informed us that our parents had been called and that they were on
the way. Tears marched to the edges of my eyelashes and, amazingly,
parachuted down my cheeks and to my shirt.
There is no accurate description for how preposterously inane attempting to wipe your eyes with your shoulders is while you are
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handcuffed. Top ten least favorite experiences of my life. Do not
recommend.
I glanced over to Jared, slouched in his chair, hands behind his
back, his signature smirk now a soft scowl. I remember thinking
he seemed simultaneously accustomed to this, but also out of his
depth. Like a fisherman wrestling with the Big One, or a cook serving a new dish. Comfortably worried. I suddenly felt ashamed to be
crying, which probably didn’t help me stop crying at all.
The police began to make conversation with us, describing how they
had just decided to visit the school on a whim and were called to
help administrate the punishment of two students who had gotten
into a physical altercation. They told us their names and inquired
about where we stayed and what grade we were in, and later about
what our parents would think. This was probably an attempt to get
me to stop crying, and it worked up until that last part.
Finally, my parents arrived, both of them, which worried me even
further. My mother, a teacher herself, often reiterated to my sister
and I how much trouble our behinds would be in if she ever had to
take off work and come up to that school because we were acting a
fool. I understood immediately that I had taken a shower in gasoline and jumped into a volcano.
My mother took one look at me in that chair, her twelve-year-old
son with his arms handcuffed behind his back and the tears still
drying on his face, and the features of her face accelerated from quiet
shock to confused fear to a calm, rational anger in the time it takes
to sneeze.
The police officers greeted my parents cordially, with a smile and a
handshake, and asked them to take a seat. Before they could think
to say anything else, Ma interjected.
“Why is my son in handcuffs?”
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I have seen that look on her face too many times. Since I was a generally good kid, a fact which my parents reminded me of time and
again, I was thankfully not the recipient of said face too many times.
It reminds me of a sphinx, sort of, if a sphinx was alive and breathed
dry ice, with her tapered scowl insinuating that any answer you give
to her question will be an overwhelmingly stupid and disproportionately inadequate one. She is nearly impossible to look in the face
at times like this, a modern Medusa, her sentences envenomed.
The cops knew this look as well as I did. Their wives had probably
given them the same look on many and varied occasions. In less
than a minute, I was out of the cuffs and rubbing my wrists like a
convict on Law and Order. While the cops left us in the room as
they went to notify the school that we could leave, Ma hissed at my
dad, “Why did you let them handcuff your son?”
I’m not sure what she really expected him to do, honestly; he had
about as much power as I did in that situation. Confined to a certain
set of movements, limited in how exactly he could maneuver his son
out of a place that he would do anything to never see him in again.
I don’t remember his response.
4
When we got home, I asked if I was in trouble. Ma, the disciplinarian, replied that I was only grounded for the duration of my suspension: three days. For a kid who didn’t own any video games and read
books like fish drink water, this was the easiest punishment ever.
A little later, Ma reminded me of a conversation we had before I
got on the bus one day a few weeks earlier. Apparently, I had asked
what would happen if I got into a fight at school. She told me, like
a good parent and teacher, that if I was being bullied, then I should
tell the teacher or her. I completely understood that and told her
as much. She then asked if I was being bullied, and I told her no,
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which was the truth. I still wanted to know if I would get in trouble
for defending myself.
She thought about it, sighed, and looked at me. I don’t remember
exactly what she said, but it didn’t really matter. What mattered was
that she knew.
She knew before I did that I was looking for a fight. She knew that
I wanted a reason to be angry, because I had barely ever been exasperated and never been truly angry in my life. That I was searching
for an excuse to snap, to feel that righteous heat of rage, that I was
waiting on the day that I could take some power for my own, like
my heroes, like her. She knew from her own experiences that fights
are nothing like you think they are, but you learn everything about
yourself in those moments. She knew I was going to have to fight
and wrestle and gnaw and scream bloody fury into the world for
it to cough up a grain of salt. And more than anything, she knew
that her small black bifocaled son, with his books and his bright
friendly soul and his sheepishly crooked smile, needed permission
to be angry.
She gave me that permission.
I still haven’t given it to myself yet.
4
I went back to school the next week fearful of retaliation from Jared
and ridicule from my classmates. I was welcomed by neither, as my
classmates made a few good-natured jokes about my altercation and
Jared didn’t bother me at all for the rest of our stint in middle school.
He did flunk 7th grade, though.
Still, as he lifted me up in the middle of the gym, before I slapped the
taste out of his mouth, I do remember him laughing, as if we were
brothers, as if we were dancing a duet and I was reaching for a rose.
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NUCLEAR

Averie Womack, Harding University
No one ever ends up here on purpose, I muse as plates clatter around
me and a group of twelve-year-old girls shriek about something hilarious a few tables over. No one above the sixth grade, I amend.
I am eighteen, and sitting at a table covered in scratchy white cloth,
tapping my water glass anxiously. My brothers sit across from me,
doing some variation of the same: AJ, in his brightly colored Hawaiian shirt that he wears tucked in and buttoned all the way up, cracks
his knuckles, and I can tell by the way he eyes the wine-and-beer
menu that he’s considering something to take the edge off; Austin’s
hand keeps twitching toward his pocket for whatever form of electronic cigarette is popular among tenth graders this week.
“When’s she getting here?” my little brother asks me. His usually
relaxed southern twang—which he developed seemingly overnight
about a year ago, I suspect to fit in with the guys on the bass fishing
team—is gruff with nerves and nicotine cravings.
The here in question is, to my horror, The Cheesecake Factory. We
didn’t end up here on purpose. AJ and I wanted to meet her at Flying Saucer, the bar across the street that plays live music. That would
have been much cooler, much more mature. But at the last second
Austin got off early at Red’s Burger House, and upon arriving at
Flying Saucer we found that the place was eighteen-and-up. She
was already on her way, and finding free parking in Downtown Fort
Worth is hard enough without a last minute location change, so we
walked here. And now I have to meet her for the first time at The
Cheesecake Factory, amid tacky décor that doesn’t know if it belongs
in a French café or a cruise ship dining room and guffawing family
reunions that didn’t want to wait the forty-five minutes at Razzoo’s.
I remember that this technically is a family reunion, and I tap harder against my water glass.
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My phone buzzes as Austin finishes his question. It makes sense for
me to be the one out of the three of us that she keeps in contact with,
but it feels like a lot of responsibility. The text message is formal—
we’re still bothering with punctuation. It reads: Just found a parking
spot, be there in a minute! :)
4
About a month earlier, I sit at the dinner table. I don’t tap against my
glass because nothing is making me nervous. Though I notice my
mother is a little tense. She talks and laughs like any normal dinner,
but it doesn’t fully veil the edge in her voice, like she’s pushing down
the dread of something inevitable. My dad sits at the head of the table. He notices Mom’s unease like I do, but other than that he seems
untroubled. Hardly anything really troubles him.
My whole family—minus AJ, who is twenty-three and lives in Arkansas—is laughing about a line from some movie, as usual. Family
dinners are happy affairs, with constant jokes and movie quotes that
never grow old. It always begins with one story, that leads to a joke,
that leads to another joke and another until we’re all breathless with
laughter, food hardly touched. But tonight the routine is cut short.
The air goes still as my mom sets her fork down resolutely on her
plate. She seems to steel herself, and looks at my brother and I like
she is about to say something important. Then, when I think she’s
about to speak, she slumps back in her chair and puts her face in her
hands, as if everything holding her up has suddenly given way. I realize then that she looks tired, like she’s barely slept in weeks. Lately
I haven’t been paying attention to anything other than the end of my
senior year of high school, but I get the feeling that I should have
seen this, whatever it is, coming.
“We have something to tell you,” she says, still not looking up. I turn
my eyes to Austin, whose confused expression must mirror my own.
My mom still doesn’t speak. A million tragedies run through my
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head as I try to understand what could have turned the conversation in such a serious direction. My family has a way of never taking
things seriously; I quickly try to remember the last time my mother
took this grave tone, the last time a room was this still and suffocating, but I can’t. What horrible catastrophe could have brought this
on? If someone had died, my parents wouldn’t wait until dinner to
tell us, would they? Or if someone were sick?
I turn to my dad, suddenly unable to speak but pleading with him
to tell us what is going on. His relaxed smile and calm demeanor are
meant to reassure me, but the fact that he says nothing terrifies me
further, and tears spring to my eyes. He looks at Mom, and I look at
her and Austin looks at her. She takes a deep breath.
4
“Do you think she’s pretty?” I ask three days later, holding up a picture on my phone. I am sitting in a back corner of the drama room
at my school. This class is the only one I have with all of my friends:
Kenzie, Brendan, and Josh. We’re all seniors and, now weeks from
graduating and going our separate ways, every class period ends like
this, with our work lying abandoned across the room while we huddle in a corner trying to find something new to talk about. I have
something new today.
“Who is it?” Brendan asks warily. He is technically an ex-boyfriend,
a fact we both usually forget for the sake of convenience, and the
question makes him suspicious.
“Just tell me if you think she’s pretty,” I insist. I’ve been thinking about
this moment all weekend, and I don’t want it ruined. I’m not sure if
I should be enjoying this, having a piece of information I know will
shock them, considering the circumstances. But I am, a little. Or
maybe I just hope it will feel good to say it to someone who’s never
heard it, that it will make it make sense.
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Everyone crowds around the picture to get a good look. The girl in
the photo has blonde hair and blue eyes. I know those eyes; I grew
up watching them crinkle in laughter whenever my brothers or I
did something funny or cute. The girl smiles with her mouth closed,
though her teeth aren’t crooked like she might think; that closedmouth smile is in all my family pictures. I have looked at the photo
long enough to notice that her eyebrows are two different shapes.
I can imagine the hours she’s spent in the mirror agonizing over
making them even, though everyone she asks says they look perfect.
They are mine.
My friends all agree that yes, she is pretty. I bite back the question
that wants to follow: Is she prettier than me? But that wouldn’t be
smart to ask; they would say no even if they don’t mean it, and I’d
know if they lied. My stomach is dropping in a way that has become
too familiar in the last sixty or so hours. Why did I think this would
be a good idea?
“Who is it?” Brendan asks again. Three pairs of eyes swing to my face,
and it’s too late to put my phone away and take it all back. I take a
deep breath.
“She’s my sister,” I reply.
4
I can’t speak. My face is hot, my skin covered in goosebumps. My
stomach sank to my feet a few minutes ago and still hasn’t made its
way back up. Tears stream steadily down my face as I listen to the
story of my father’s affair. While my mom talks, I idly note in the
back of my mind that in my mental list of tragedies, separations and
affairs never even occurred to me as a possibility. I really thought
someone had died before I thought something like this could have
happened.
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She tells the whole story: the fighting, the woman my dad worked
with, the seven months my mom lived with my brother and I, a
four-year-old and an infant, in her parents’ spare bedroom after she
found out. My dad listens patiently as his crimes are laid out in
front of his children. She goes on about reconciliation and forgiveness and he chimes in an occasional agreement, but I’ve stopped
listening to both of them. My shell-shocked mind is slowly racing
to figure out why they would want to tell us now that my dad had an
affair in the 90s. I arrive to the conclusion at the same time my mom
stops talking. Inhales. Exhales.
“You have a sister.” The words come out of her like they are being
ripped. Her voice catches at the end, and her face goes back into
her hands.
I am numb. For several minutes, or maybe a half-second, I feel absolutely nothing. Then I am completely washed over with a tidal
wave of emotion. Shock, anger, sadness all chase themselves around
so quickly that I can’t get a sure hold on just one. I just stare at my
parents, frozen.
My stupid little brother, on the other hand, has no trouble figuring
out how he feels. Though was as stunned as I was by the first part
of the story, he’s recovered very quickly for the second. He’s happy.
Happy! He turns his beaming face to my ashen one and literally
punches the air in excitement. This seems a bit much, and I wonder
for a moment if he’s just trying to ease the tension. But he seems
genuine when he shouts, “Are y’all serious?”
To his credit, my parents do seem slightly relieved as they nod that
yes, they’re serious. Then they turn to me.
“You’ve always known?” I whisper, hoping maybe they were shocked,
too. That they hadn’t just hidden a whole person for our entire lives.
They nod again, my mother’s expression pained.
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“What’s her name?”
“Sophia,” she tells me, searching my face for some reaction.
Austin asks to see a picture of her, and they pull one up on Facebook. She and my dad are Facebook friends, I learn—that’s how
she found him. Emotions still run too fast for me to catch one. Everything is happening too fast. I stare hard at the picture. I suppose
if my father were a young blonde woman, that’s what he’d look like;
there’s his smile, my grandmother’s eyes. But something, something
else, seems off.
“How old is she?” I ask, realizing why the photo struck me as strange.
Both of my parents study my face again, and I think they’re trying
to gauge my ability to withstand the answer.
“She’ll be nineteen on June fourth,” my dad says. His tone is kind,
but also has a firmness that says this happened, it’s happening. The
answer jars me. I didn’t realize that in these short minutes I’d made
expectations in the back of my mind. I was expecting her to be closer to AJ’s age, twenty-one or twenty-two. Possibly even a college
graduate. But … I do the simple math as quickly as my distraction
will allow. She is three months older than me. Three months.
My dad’s phone rings before I can react to this. He looks at the
screen for several seconds as if deciding whether or not to answer.
“That’s her,” I croak. It’s not a question.
“We talk on the phone once a week,” he says.
“Can I talk to her?” Austin yells, so excited, he forgets his fake twang.
My dad has the sense to leave the room before answering, Austin
following. But I still hear him when he says to the person on the
phone, “Your little brother wants to talk to you.”
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The wrongness of the sentence prickles. This person is a stranger
to me, to all of us, yet my father has a standing weekly phone call
with her, and my little brother has somehow become hers. It doesn’t
make sense. It doesn’t make any sense.
My mother is still watching me, waiting for me to lose it. I don’t
meet her eyes. “When did this happen?”
“She contacted him in December. She didn’t even know his name
until then. They met a couple of weeks after that. We told AJ at
Christmas.” So my older brother, her older brother, has known for
months. “Dad wanted to tell you then, too. But …” she trails off. All
of this information is jumbling together in my head, threatening to
overwhelm me. My mom still studies me, like I’m an ice-covered
lake, and one ill-placed footstep will shatter the surface. But I’m frozen solid, barely able to speak through the cold constricting every
nerve in my body. “School was so busy, and I didn’t want to add to it.
She’s been asking him when he was going to tell you.” Her voice is
frank. A half-formed thought tells me that this must be so hard for
her. “He was afraid you’d hate him,” she finishes.
But everything is happening too quickly, because now Austin is
rounding the corner, my dad’s phone to his ear. I hear the door to
the garage open and shut, and I know my father is in the old, tornup office chair between the motorcycle and the pool table, smoking a
cigarette. I faintly hear the voice on the phone from across the room,
speaking brightly and rapidly, and my brother laughs. He sees me
observing him, and misunderstands.
You wanna talk to her? He mouths, holding the phone out to me
while the voice continues chattering. I fight the urge to physically
recoil from the voice, from the stranger. Instead, I get up and go to
my room, being very careful to walk and not flee.
When I get there, I close the door firmly and, very deliberately and
with much precision, turn and fling myself onto my bed. After this
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I have no idea what to do. Tears have begun to silently stream down
my face again, though they aren’t connected with any emotion that
I can detect. I am still frozen.
I look at the time, maybe hoping to sleep and wake up to find it all
a fever dream. But I’m surprised to find that it’s not even 7:30, then
surprised to find that I can find the time surprising after the last ten
minutes. I need something to do; I’m still not ready to think. But
how is a person supposed to spend an evening after something like
this? Solitaire? The new episode of Riverdale? I don’t have any cards
and I can’t find the remote, so as strange as it feels, I go back to the
book I was reading before dinner, back when my brothers had only
me. It’s The Green Mile by Stephen King. My father suggested it to
me, telling me about how he loved it in its original serial form, and
I’ve gone through it quickly; there are only a few chapters left, and
I dive into them.
The escapism works better than I thought it would. I’m on the last
page and have shoved almost everything aside when there’s a knock
on my door. I know who it is: my mom doesn’t knock.
I don’t say anything to the door because I don’t know what to say,
and after a few moments my dad opens it. I pull myself upright, and
he sits next to me.
“Are you okay?” he cuts to the point, mercifully.
I try to answer honestly, but I don’t know how. “Why didn’t you tell
us?” I say instead.
“Well, princess, it was complicated,” he says, using the name he’s
called me all my life, probably more than my real one. “And Mom
didn’t want you to have to understand it before you were old enough
to.” His tone is gentle, but still matter-of-fact. Other questions flit
through my mind: did her mother know they’d met, who was her
mother, was he sad not to know her (I cannot think the words his
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daughter), where did she even live? But I am silent, staring at the
carpet.
“She’s excited to meet you, you know,” he continues. “More excited
than she is to meet Austin. Definitely more excited than she was to
meet me. She doesn’t have anyone her own age. She thought you’d
be older than her.” He’s trying to help, but his words that echo my
earlier thoughts suck the oxygen from the room again. I realize that
I will have to meet this girl, whether I want to or not. She wants to
meet me, talk to me, be my sister. My three-months-older sister. Do
I want that? Do I not want that? It’s too much, and I’m finding it
difficult to breathe and—
“Did you like the book?” he asks, pointing to where it lay open.
I manage a response. “Yeah. It was good.”
“I have another one you’ll like.” And he gets up and leaves the room,
returning a minute later with a beat-up red hardcover that probably
lost its dustjacket decades ago: Summer of ’42 by Herman Raucher.
He hands it to me.
“Thanks.” I say, because there is nothing else.
He puts an arm around my shoulders, tells me he loves me, and I say
it back, because there is always something else. And then he leaves,
closing the door behind him. I take Summer of ’42 and set it on the
bookshelf in my room, and I do not pick it up again for almost two
years.
I read the last paragraph of The Green Mile ten times, but I can’t
focus anymore. What he said, about her wanting to meet me, has
made it all too real. I try to face the reality head-on, but I find there
in my bedroom that it has too many pieces, too many moving parts,
and I keep discovering new facets of wrong and sad and how could
you do this that cut me from every angle I turn it. I imagine my
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24-year-old mother, with a kid on her heels and an infant in her
arms, finding court documents in the mail that will shatter her entire world. I imagine my dad watching me take my first steps and
teaching me to read and drive a car, all the while knowing that there
was another girl out there, his firstborn daughter by three lousy
months, and that she was passing these same milestones and he was
missing it. I remember clutching the hand of whoever was tucking
me in that night and asking God out loud for a sister because all I
had were boys to play with. And, though I try not to, I imagine a
faceless woman, all alone with a newborn who might also have been
called “princess,” and suddenly I realize that I am angry. So angry at
everything and everyone, all that has happened and all that’s been
hidden, that my shaking hands ball into fists and tears are no longer
senselessly streaming down my cheeks but they are hot and mad
and they blur my vision. Before I know what I’m doing I’m marching out of my room and down the hall. My mom is the one I find in
the kitchen washing the dinner dishes, and none of this is her fault
except that she kept a secret from me for 18 years because she didn’t
want me to understand anything and she is standing here in front
of me.
She turns the water off when I come in. She looks at me and knows
the ice has broken, evaporated in fire, and she’s prepared for whatever is coming next. I open my mouth to yell, though I don’t think
I’m able to form words. But just as suddenly as the anger came on,
in the face of her expectant understanding it fades, and I slump the
way she did at the table, like everything has given way.
She’s still waiting for me to say something. Another thought occurs
to me, one I voice.
“If she hadn’t found him, would you ever have told us?”
She answers evenly, “I don’t know.”
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I am crying, really crying, when I ask the last question I can bear
tonight.
“Does he love her?
An eternity passes, and I don’t know why I asked this. I have no idea
why it should matter to me. Then my mom’s earlier words, the ones
that didn’t have time to sink in, appear in the front of my mind in a
crushing whisper, “He was afraid you’d hate him.” And I know there
is a right answer to my question, one that I need to hear out loud.
“He’s prayed for her every night since she was born.”
This is the right answer, and I really did need to hear it. That doesn’t
stop my tears from turning to loud, racking sobs. I’m sure I don’t
faint—probably I just don’t remember going to sleep. But the next
thing I know bright morning light filters through my window, my
eyes are swollen nearly shut, and I have a friend request on Facebook
from a girl with familiar eyes.
4
For thirty-six hours the friend request goes ignored, as do the Instagram request, the Snapchat request, and my parents’ questions
about when I will respond. It’s late Sunday night before my older
brother texts me, something that does not happen often: She wants
to know if she can text you. Can I give her your number?
We had spoken briefly on the phone about everything. He’d been
upset when he found out, though not nearly as upset as me. But that
was months ago, and he’d already met her once since then. He’d also
been sure to tell me that she “can’t wait” to meet me. It’s hard not to
feel a little betrayed by my brothers’ easy acceptance. Apparently, I’m
the only one left who has any reservations at all.
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I stare at the wall, trying to decide. I’ve calmed down a bit in the
past few days, though it hadn’t been a treat to wake up on Saturday morning and have realization come rushing back. I’ve spent the
whole weekend pulling up her picture on my phone, putting it away,
only to pull it back up five minutes later. The picture is the only
thing I know about this girl, close enough to me in age to basically
be my twin, who shares half my genes.
Do I want to know her, like she wants to know me? I’m not sure. But
I’ll have to talk to her some time, won’t I? And it would be better
to talk to her through faceless words before I actually have to see
her, right?
I guess it’s fine, I tell AJ, typing quickly before I can change my mind.
Then I wait.
4
In my high school drama room, three pairs of eyes go wide, and
I thank the Lord that someone besides me has finally had a sane
reaction.
I know why they’re shocked. It’s crazy enough for anyone to get news
like this. But this is me. My family. Everyone who knows me knows
that my family is as nuclear as it gets. My parents are still happily in
love after twenty-four years of marriage. They still go out on dates
at least once a week, much to the envy of my friends’ mothers. My
dad is a church deacon, for crying out loud! I know that none of this
means that I’m better or worse than someone with a different family
unit than mine, but it is grounds for incredulity, certainly.
“What?” Kenzie exclaims. The others’ mouths have dropped open.
I tell them the story, a briefer version. For a moment I wonder if
maybe the details should be kept private, but I decide I don’t care. I
need to get it out.
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“But, obviously, my parents are fine now. And my dad’s, like, a good
person,” I finish. I have been speaking for several minutes, not paying attention to their faces as I relived the events of Friday night.
But now, they look at me strangely. Is it pity? Judgment? I thought
talking about it, casually to my friends, would make it seem less big.
I thought as I told the story I could slow it down, figure it out for
myself. But as I look at their inscrutable expressions, I regret saying
anything at all.
“He’s, like, a good person,” I repeat emphatically, and they all nod
quickly, assuring me that they know this.
“Are you okay?” Josh asks me as everyone else passes the picture on
my phone around with fresh eyes.
“I’m fine, I guess,” I lie. “It was a huge shock, but after a little bit I was
okay.” Lie, lie, lie. Truthfully, I have no way of gauging whether my
real reaction was an overreaction, and I don’t want them to know
about the rattling sobs that brought me to my knees against the
carpet. Josh’s face says he doesn’t believe me, and I look away before
he can figure me out.
Kenzie asks me if I’ve talked to her. The tone has turned to one of
low excitement, a general buzzing over something new. People all
over the room are craning their necks in our direction now, trying
to catch a word or two. It’s the end of the school year, and everyone’s
gossip has grown stale.
I show them the text messages. The number that I have yet to save
under a name sits at the top of a conversation spanning two hours.
I scroll through the thread, showing them snippets. The messages
never went beyond anything you’d say to someone you’d just met; I
learned she was a college freshman and that she liked to read historical fiction as a kid, but not how she was affected by the absence
of her biological father and the impacts of discovering she has an
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entire family she never knew about. Those subjects seemed more
suited to a second or third conversation.
As the lunch bell rings, Brendan grabs my phone from me and holds
it up next to my head, looking back and forth between my face and
hers. I wonder if he can see any similarities—but I could only find
the one, and he hasn’t looked nearly as hard as I have. She favors my
dad, and I’m a near-exact copy of my mom.
He doesn’t say anything when he hands the picture back to me. I
raise my eyebrows, waiting. He shrugs, half-apologetic.
“You could be sisters,” is all he says, and I shrug back.
4
I am at The Cheesecake Factory, an ugly chandelier hangs above my
head, and I’m tapping my water glass. My real live long-lost sister
is going to be here in a minute. We’ve texted on and off for the past
month, still politely ignoring anything other than basic facts that
are safe to tell. I’ve never heard her voice. Is it weird that I’ve never
heard her voice? While I’m wondering if I should have called her in
the last month, or if she should have called me, I see AJ stand, and
suddenly she’s here.
She rounds the corner without any fanfare, which makes me realize
I was expecting a little fanfare. We all stand, like she’s a lady and
we’re gentlemen and The Cheesecake Factory is the ballroom on
the Titanic. She hugs AJ and Austin, who have both heard her voice,
and then she turns to me.
We stand there, seeing each other for the first time. There’s an endless second where I know we’re both searching the other’s face for resemblance. Has she spent days staring at my picture, combing it for
something of hers? The thought surprises me, warms me through.
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And suddenly she’s not a stranger. She’s just a girl who wants to
know her father, her brothers. Her sister.
I realize, there in The Cheesecake Factory, that I could try to blame
my dad for his mistakes, or my mom for hiding them, or this girl for
showing up and turning life as I know it on its head, but it would
be pointless. I stopped asking God for a sister a long time ago, but I
never stopped wanting one. And suddenly she is standing in front of
me by the most impossible avenues. Whatever happened all those
years ago, whatever new resentments I have or haven’t acknowledged, she is here now. Though I might not feel the same once the
buzz of sisterhood and cheesecake has worn off, for the moment it
all suddenly makes sense: that sometimes people do make horrible
mistakes, but that they can be forgiven; that sometimes we make
hard decisions to protect the people we love, because some things
have so many sides and sharp edges that everyone gets hurt no matter how you turn it; that sometimes big parts of your life are not
what you thought they were, but the truth can be better than the lie,
if you allow it to be.
She is Pre-Law but she’s switching to Marketing, she has three
younger siblings all under the age of thirteen, and we are half the
same. She smiles at me, with my father’s smile and my grandmother’s eyes, and the expression lifts her eyebrows. I stifle a gasp.
They really are the same as mine. It’s a small resemblance, but it’s one
I’ll cling to for all it’s worth.
“Hi Sophia,” I say, feeling my own eyebrows lift as I smile back at her.
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THE ANXIOUS ANEMIC’S FIELD GUIDE TO THE
TALLGRASS PRAIRIE
Zelda Engeler-Young, Hendrix College

I. The Crew
We, the people, had destroyed almost everything. We, the crew,
steered a battered Green Honda Civic into what remained. The
North American tallgrass prairie once stretched from Canada to
the southernmost tip of Texas, but by the time three of my fellow
students and I set out from Arkansas, ninety-six percent of that
land had fallen to the plow and the American public’s insatiable
desire for corn products. The four percent that endures is a thirty-thousand square-mile patch in the shape of a flatworm that runs
along the eastern half of Kansas and dips into northern Oklahoma:
the Flint Hills, a land with soil so thin and rocky that the plow
simply could not be bothered to uproot it. It was into this precious,
weedy, tick-ridden stronghold that we drove. The cupholders and
backseat pouches strained, filled with plant and bird identification
guides. Our task was to make a guide of our own, one that would
lead future campers to understand the worthiness, the singularity,
of this seemingly uniform ocean of golden waves.
On drives, Chris steered with one hand, her elbow sticking out the
window. Riding shotgun, Ron mirrored her and delivered lengthy
sermons on ethical geopolitics to pass the time. Ann passed the
drives in the peaceful fog of the NyQuil she took to ward off car
sickness, her red hair splashed against the window. The supervising
professor was present only in the form of a text message that read,
“gonna be hot.”1
I tried to sleep. My anxiety kept careful count of the hours of rest I
1
The names of my co-workers have been altered to protect their privacy.
I set about assigning their alternative names by correlating them with characters
from the nbc comedy Parks and Recreation and then re-labeling them accordingly.
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got out on the prairie, and the tally always added up to “Not Enough.”
But the engine’s constant muttering and the half-audible pop music
from the radio behind my head made sleep an impossibility, so I
leaned my head against the window and watched the grass slide by.
Sleepless, I dreamed of home, of the episodes of tv I would watch
with my parents in five days’ time, four days’ time, three, two … I
dreamed of cold running water, of not feeling sticky anymore.
And still I watched the grass slide by, rising and falling in hills,
watched the neat rows of corn flick past, flashing deep corridors of
green that snapped shut as soon as they appeared. This time was a
gift, I reminded myself. I was not hiking or pitching a tent, so this
time was a gift. I dreamed of flying, wheeled, over the prairie forever,
never doomed to put weight on my aching, feeble feet ever again.
By the end of our two week-long quests, our little crew had become
something of a family. Chris was Mother Nature, shedding tears of
love and pride at the sight of a Megarissa wasp, teaching me how
to hammer in the stakes around my tent with a rock. Ron’s beer
consumption and political grumblings established him as the father
of the group, while Ann, funny and sharp, was the cool aunt from
out of town who always brought gifts from the city. And I was the
child, the small voice asking plaintively from the back seat, “Are we
home yet?”
II. Beware
We were lost. The Kansas Department of Parks and Recreation had
not prioritized clarity when it set out to mark the trails of El Dorado
State Park. It was a Monday, our first full day out on the trails, and
we had discovered—after hiking for over two miles, scaling a nearly
sheer muddy cliff, and emerging into an arid stretch of grassland
that appeared on none of our maps—that the inviting orange trail
markers that blared out of the tree trunks did not, in fact, mark the
child-friendly one-mile loop that we were meant to be documenting.
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With the gps on his phone, which he held aloft as we forded a creek,
Ron guided us back to a thin, tick-infested track that ran nigh-invisibly through the trees, blatantly defying the encouraging orange
markers.
“The tree-lined trail makes for excellent birding and covers level terrain that children can easily navigate. However,” I wrote two weeks
later in the air-conditioned comfort of the ecology lab, “the hiker
should beware. The orange markers on the Teter Nature Trail do
not indicate the trail’s route and, in fact, as we have been informed
by park staff, lead down the road to a defunct correctional facility.” I
sat back with a sigh of satisfaction. I had, all my life, wanted to type
the word “beware” with an air of authority that I had actually earned.
Now, the word sat before me in print, and the still-raw tick bites on
my calf attested to its legitimacy.
The ticks, in Kansas, were omnipresent. Before my first hike, I hadn’t
even known what they looked like. Ann told me that they looked
like freckles that moved, and so they did, but redder and shiny and
with little crawling legs that I hated. Even Chris, the resident insect
enthusiast, had no qualms about lighting them on fire at the dinner
table for sport.
“They have no central nervous system,” she explained as a smirking
Ann ignited a barbecue lighter. “They can’t feel pain.”
Feeling the old bites on my leg and remembering the tug of tweezers that had removed the little bloodsuckers from my skin, I sat
down to write a sidebar on tick protection in the prairie. The effect
was therapeutic. Every mistake we made on the prairie transformed,
through our accounts, into guidance for those who wandered into
the tallgrass after us, our hard-won little field guide lodged in their
travel packs.
On the second day of the trip, we returned to our campsite to
find what must have been a very satisfied raccoon trundling away
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from our ransacked food stores. The veggie straws had been utterly
savaged and spilled across the ground, and deep, fang-like gouges
loomed in our full-gallon drum of peanut butter. Exchanging a conspiratorial series of glances, a pact that we would never speak of
this to anyone, we handed Ron a plastic knife and let him excise
the raccoon-tainted portion of peanut butter. We then spread the
remaining peanut butter onto sandwiches, and ate it, casting wary
glances at the violated drum all the while.
“When in the prairie, one must be careful to store food properly, in a
locked car or camper, such that foraging animals, such as raccoons,
cannot reach it.”
“I dunno.” Ron looked over the sentence. “Once, some raccoons deadass opened a car door to steal my family’s s’more supplies.”
I shrugged. “As far as I’m concerned, the little bastards are pretty
much unstoppable. There is nothing they can’t ruin.”
“You could say that about humans, too,” Chris added quietly.
III. The Merc
The restaurant line stretched down the blazing sidewalk for half
a block, all women under parasols, dressed in their Sunday best
at 2:00 p.m. on a Wednesday. None of them seemed particularly
pleased to witness four undergraduates piling out of a Civic in field
clothes, damp-haired and reeking of sweat. My long-sleeved blue
shirt was soaked through, and strands of my hair hung free of my
ponytail, falling limply across my face, but I glowed with triumph.
Today, I’d kept pace with the others, been better than baggage. We
bypassed the line that led into the restaurant and slipped in through
a gift shop entrance, happily anticipating the cool embrace of the air
conditioning.
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We had spent the early part of the day hiking all five miles of trail
at Osage State Park, and we were passing through the town of
Pawhuska to stock up on food before driving out to a bunkhouse at
the Tallgrass Prairie Preserve, which boasted showers and a kitchen
and real beds. Three nights asleep on rocky ground had left a permanent ache between my shoulder blades, and I was looking forward to exterminating it. Exhausted from our morning hike, we had
followed the advice of Peggy—a kind woman who manned the desk
at Osage State Park and consistently spoke in a voice about two
notches below a shout—and sought out the biggest tourist trap in
Pawhuska: The Pioneer Woman Mercantile.
Known to locals as “The Merc,” the Mercantile was founded in 2016
by Ree Drummond, the wife of one of the wealthiest ranchers in
the Flint Hills, as the seat of her nation-spanning cookware empire.
Pawhuska is a town steeped in history, the site of the headquarters
of the Osage nation, and stands just a few miles from one of the lone
surviving herds of American bison, but it was dying until this grinning Food Network woman renovated a building on Main Street
and installed in it an establishment that, I decided as I stepped inside, looked like what would result if a Cracker Barrel and a Williams-Sonoma catalogue loved each other very much. As Ron, Ann,
Chris, and I trawled the aisles of the gift shop, I slid a finger puppet
of Pope Francis (available near the cash register) onto my index finger and bent to inspect a plaque that read, “All I need today is a little
bit of COFFEE and a whole lot of Jesus.”
If conservation can’t save the prairie, maybe kitsch can, I reflected before following the others upstairs to the bakery. I felt deeply out
of place hovering behind a platinum blonde woman in a hot-pink
dress who kept placing a restraining hand on her young daughter’s
shoulder, ordering her, in a clipped voice, not to fidget.
From his six-foot-seven vantage point, Ron looked down upon the
people of the Merc with contempt. “This place is so bourgeois,” he
grumbled as I ordered a cinnamon roll. “The only people of color
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here are the Osage girls working behind the counters.” The two girls
behind the counter giggled and swapped jokes with each other and
talked about their college classes. Ree Drummond’s face glowed
down upon them in hd from one of the dozen tv screens mounted on the bakery’s white walls. I looked up at her thickly made-up
visage and couldn’t help but feel that both she and Ron were wrong,
but I couldn’t say how.
It’s taken me over a year of mulling to understand where that quiet,
gut-certain sense of wrong came from, but I think, just now, that
I have caught the source of that feeling under my fingers. Just as
much as Ms. Drummond probably saw her Osage employees as
commodities, Ron saw them as evidence: Exhibit A, oppressed people of color. The cat’s-eye glasses of one girl, the full-faced grin of her
companion, escaped him. They were evidence of an injustice, and
thus needed only to be labelled.
The wrong feeling still sitting undigested in my stomach, I took a
seat at a neat, round white table, feeling that I was soiling it somehow, and tucked into my cinnamon roll. The first bite was heavenly,
sweet and warm, but as I took a second, an unpleasant aftertaste
made itself known, a thick maple accent that clashed against the
more delicate tastes of pastry and cinnamon before drowning them
out altogether.
IV. Gimme!
The dawn took us by surprise. A month had passed since our last
trip, turning June into July and the mellow-gold 9:00 a.m. sun of our
previous trip into a cruel beam of heat—sandal-melting, hair-frying,
Carmex-liquefying heat. Another foe pitted against us was the trail
itself. Though the Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve’s maps had
disclosed only a five-mile loop, the real track through the grass ran
thirteen miles and was littered with cow—and, later on, bison—
pies. The cows themselves eyed us with the kind of mistrust that
foretold trampling.
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A cocktail of sunscreen and sweat was pouring down my face, rolling off my brow to smudge my glasses and dripping from my nose to
stain my shirt. My two plastic water bottles were already stale with
heat, and their contents were dwindling so quickly that I had to
ration them out to one sip every quarter mile. Ann, whose face had
gone nearly as red as my own, glanced back at me and called a halt.
“We’re not gonna make it,” she said. “It’s just not happening.”
Chris sighed, a lubber grasshopper the size of my thumb resting on
the edge of her ballcap. “I know. I just really hoped that we could
finish the book this summer, you know? I want this to mean something.”
“If we cut back this way, it’s only three miles to the Visitor Center.”
Ron pointed toward a hill that rose over us like the crest of a wave.
“Only?” I panted, incredulous.
“You’re still good on your iron, right?” Ann whispered.
Breathless, I nodded.
As we wound toward the looming green hill, skirting around the
herds of cows that roamed loose in the Preserve, my heart thudded painfully against my ribs. My newly diagnosed anemia and
chronic anxiety had organized themselves into a deeply unwelcome
tag-team offensive, and my head spun with melancholy thoughts
of home as my chest grew tighter, fighting the sensation that no
amount of air sucked in by my dry mouth could reach my lungs and
swell into breath.
Why am I trying to save this place? Why, when it hurts me so much?
Chris gently pried the lubber grasshopper from the brim of her cap
and set it down in the grass, waving good-bye as it bounded away.
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We crested the hill, and the world expanded. A cloud swept over
the sun, and with it, a thick prairie wind came gusting cool over the
hills, briefly lifting the haze of sweat and anxiety that had enveloped me. At the foot of the hill, the once-ominous cattle were soft
brown specks. The wind eddied around me, its wolfish voice pressing into my ears, and something in my chest rose with it. The prairie
stretched green all the way to the horizon in every direction, rolling
in waves that recalled the Cambrian seas that had once washed over
the land.
The moment broke when we tucked into our supply of fruit gummies and started back down from the hilltop. The sheer distance of
the hike and the rockiness of the ground were taking a toll on my
feet. Each step sent a flare of bruising pain through my soles and
all the way up to my knees. As my supply of water grew smaller
and my hold on reality more tenuous, only one thing kept me from
stumbling to the ground and lying there as if dead: the Mamma
Mia! soundtrack, which Ann and Chris had been looping in the car
for the past two days.
As I trudged along under the sun’s scalding gold eye, lagging behind my comrades, my mind drunk with heat, the thing that kept
my sore feet chunking against the gravel was the cheery, incessant
beat of “Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! (A Man After Midnight).” With
each crunch of my boots against the trail, another “Gimme!” pulsed
through my psyche. When the last of my water was exhausted and
ABBA’s lyrics filtered through Meryl Streep’s voice had worn a new
groove in my brain, we crossed over a rise and found the cool shelter
of the Visitor Center a mere hundred yards from our dusty feet.
As we sprawled across the Center’s shaded benches, the others made
plans for the rest of the week, resolving to wake up at three in the
morning and attempt the thirteen-mile hike again, in the name of
our absent professor and the long shadow he cast. I begged them to
give up. I felt useless and weak and like I was going to die. They, like
true explorers, were resolute, and drove back to the campground
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armed with determination forged from exhaustion. When we
reached the campsite, they jumped in the lake to wash the sweat
away.
In my soiled field clothes, I lay on the rocky shore and cried.
V. Boogie
Three days later, a low orange sun was purpling the horizon as Ann
and I searched for a trailhead in the pre-dawn gloom. Our crew had
split into strike teams of two, resolved to knock out the eleven-mile
Chautauqua Hills trail that looped across Cross Timbers State Park,
knowing that it was the final obstacle standing between us and the
cool, soft comforts of home. To my delight, Cross Timbers, though
populated by a veritable army of biting arthropods, boasted trees
and shade, shelter against the untempered heat that had proved so
debilitating to us at the Preserve.
Ann and I found the brightly lettered sign and set out, Ann walking
in front with a large stick that she used to brush away spiderwebs.
The webs, beaded with dew, stretched all across the path at a variety
of heights and angles, forcing us to play a continuous and singularly
un-fun game of limbo, twisting ourselves at bizarre angles and coming face-to-mandible with the fat, ruddy weavers of the webs far too
often. But the sun was soft and filtered, and Ann distracted me by
asking me questions about Lord of the Rings. She had, since Monday,
perfected the art of distracting me from my chest-tightening fear
without seeming to pity me. Chris asked me if I was okay at least
twice a day, but her earnest inquiries and words of support made
me feel ashamed. I didn’t love or belong in this place as she did. I
had no grasshopper friends, and I longed to abandon the quest to
which she was so devoted. Ann’s sly complaints and leading questions (“If you were a magical creature, which would you be? I think
I’d be a phoenix, you know, fiery ginger and all.”), however, kept my
brain safely away from the jagged patterns into which it sometimes
descended.
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We broke from the cover of the trees, and I pulled my sunglasses
down from my head against the piercing light. Once my eyes had
adjusted, I beamed in disbelief. The trail ran through a wide field,
shot gold by the sun, and every last blade of tallgrass bent double,
curled over the weight of a spider’s web. The webs gleamed silver in
the morning light, like ghostly banners of a long-dead host, blurring
and refracting in the curling mist that sprang from the burning dew.
The gossamer grave-field made me think of slaughters and hauntings, but another part of me—one that sounded suspiciously like
Chris—knew that each of those deathly banners belonged to survival, to a little eight-legged being’s willingness to hunt and eat and
live another day. For miles we walked through the swaying pennants
of the spiders, until we realized that we had gone too far and gotten
lost.
By the time we returned to the Civic, we had travelled five miles
instead of three, my sunglasses were plastered over with spiderwebs,
and twenty-five seed ticks had—as yet unbeknownst to me—burrowed into the skin beneath my thick hiking socks. I wanted nothing more than to return to camp, where Chris and Ron awaited us.
“There’s another three-mile stretch,” Ann said, pointing to our map.
“We should take a quick breather and then knock it out.” I opened
my mouth to protest, but she pressed on. “Otherwise, you just know
Ron and Chris are going to make us do it on Saturday before we
can go home.” She was right, and I knew it, and the thought of going home any later than Saturday morning nauseated me. I nodded,
resigned, as Ann turned the ignition to give us a blast of air conditioning. The radio crackled on, playing “Don’t Bring Me Down” by
the Electric Light Orchestra.
“Oh my God, I love this song!” I exclaimed. The drilling bass riff
threw me back to the cold winds of November, to sitting behind
the wheel of my own beloved Camry, clad in double-denim with my
friends in the backseat, all of us singing at the tops of our lungs. I
had been happy before, I remembered now, and I would be happy
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again. All that stood between me and joy was a three-mile stretch
of trail.
The instant the song faded out, Ann and I exchanged a nod and said,
in unison, “Let’s boogie.”
We flung open the doors of the Civic and trekked away, fates in
hand.
VI. The Cemetery
I imagined that the prairie would be desolate gold: dry winds sweeping over scrub, a vulture wheeling overhead, the sense of hoofbeats
fading just beyond the horizon, lost forever to sight. I was right, in
part. The prairie I had imagined was the prairie humans built. It
wasn’t until we were piled into the professor’s Prius at sunset—for
at last, he had appeared to guide us—driving the gravel roads of the
Tallgrass Prairie Preserve, a painstakingly restored tract of native
prairie outside of Pawhuska, that I realized how much I had gotten
wrong.
The Preserve was alive. Over two thousand bison roamed across it,
forming herds hundreds strong, mothers and calves and big humpbacked bulls. Earlier that day, we had been caught in the road as an
armada of at least four hundred bison crossed around us, big woolly
heads bent low under curving horns. The sight was prehistoric and
magical, something straight out of my childhood dreams of paleontology and the great beasts that had walked the earth before me. By
their very existence, the bison ensured that the prairie never resembled my colorless imaginings. With the grass cut down by the bison’s thick teeth, forbs and milkweed flowered. Bright orange blossoms of butterfly weed set the blue-green waves of tallgrass ablaze,
and striped yellow monarch caterpillars inched beneath their leaves.
Clusters of showy milkweed flowers shone a demure purple against
the mists that rose at dawn. In the Preserve, life and color were ev-
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erywhere, hiding beneath the smallest leaf, waiting to be noticed, to
be loved.
The rattling of the Prius’s tires passing over a cattle guard at the
edge of the Preserve shook me from my thoughts. We were bound
for Foraker, a small town five miles out of the Preserve, because the
professor was eager to show us its cemetery, his tone suggesting
that he was eager for us to laugh at it. I leaned my head against the
window and watched the land change. The grass faded from the
rich and flowered green of the Preserve, dwindling to the phantom
gold I had imagined, a gold created by salt and steel and oil drills.
I couldn’t imagine any beetles or butterflies making a home beneath that sparse canopy. Fenceposts ticked past, with nighthawks
perched atop them every so often, their speckled wings folded in
and their flat, froggy mouths pressed closed.
“I love them,” Chris whispered, pointing past me to one of the little
brown nightjars.
“Yeah,” I agreed. “Me too.”
We raced past the Foraker cemetery so quickly that I registered it
only as a blur of color and pressed on into the town, which proved
to be about ten grey houses huddled together, windows shuttered
or tarped over, trucks parked on the road, slowly being covered over
with tan dirt.
“I have a feeling this place may not warrant a page in the guide,” Ann
said dryly.
“Just the name sounds like you’re saying it while chewing dip,” Ron
added.
“Foraker,” I said quietly, rolling the word slowly around my mouth
and imagining the acrid taste of tobacco. I wondered how people
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went to school here, how a bus’s tires would feel grumbling over the
gravel road. I wondered how people lived in so lonely a place.
We circled the town and piled out of the car at the cemetery gates.
The setting sun washed the headstones with soft gold. It seemed
that all the light and life of the town had been transplanted to the
cemetery, leaving it blooming like a garden in spring. Bright statues—mostly metal cutouts—stood vigil over many of the graves,
and fresh flowers rested on every headstone. We split up and wandered alone through the garden of death. I faintly heard the professor explaining to Ron that the recent dead were likely products of
the opioid epidemic, and I found myself rolling my eyes at how easily he could dispense factoids and statistics in the face of this morbid
oasis. Distracted, I nearly stumbled over the grave of a woman my
mother’s age.
The earth over her body was covered completely with the smooth,
silver-blue rounds of glass that you sometimes find in fish tanks.
Somebody who loved her must have driven over miles and miles
of bumpy road to buy a fifty-bound bag of them and then emptied
it over her grave. The woman had died in 2014, just four years ago,
at the age of forty-five. I don’t recall her name, but the epitaph read,
“Beloved Wife, Daughter, Sister, Mother, Grandmother”—so much
life forced, freeze-dried, into such a short stretch of time. I tore my
eyes from the epitaph and wandered onward, dazed. It seemed that
none of the dates on the tombstones spanned more than fifty years,
as if the land was too strained to carry anything, anyone, beyond the
bare minimum of time allotted to them. Nearly half of the headstones were fresh-hewn and gleaming, placed for people who had
died in just the past few years.
Every person in that scrubby grey town must have known every person buried in this thin, dry soil, and the realization made my eyes
sting, made me want to pitch down into the fish-tank rocks that
covered the woman my mother’s age and sob.
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“Are you okay?” Ann asked, somewhere behind me.
“Yeah,” I lied. “Yeah. It’s just sad.” I didn’t say that the place had socked
me in the gut, that it hurt to know what the world looked like when
all the joy and green of it was used up. A line of verse by Tolkien,
one I’d read many times as a girl dreaming of adventure, unfolded
in my head, and I whispered it, letting the prairie wind carry it away,
hoping that something out there would hear me and know that I
finally understood. I knew now what I stood to lose if the dripping
grass and nagging ticks and frog-mouthed birds all faded away.
“The days have gone down in the West, behind the hills, into shadow.”
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FORMAL ESSAY
Award Citation from Judge Owen Cantrell: In the firstplace essay, “Can the Subaltern Love,” Amber Edmond discusses
the work of English singer FKA twigs whose work investigates “the
cloying space between agency and ideology” in order to “explore the
violent nature of intimacy in white supremacist patriarchal capitalism and the desire to both engage in and critique that violence.”
The author deftly deploys the question of subalternity from Gayatri
Spivak to illuminate twigs’ work and the ways in which pleasure is
often coded as “disgusting and violent, like the world that formed
it.” The essay seamlessly transitions between literary, cultural, and
visual analysis throughout without losing the thread of its central
argument. This essay is a model of the critically engaged work necessary to push scholarship beyond conventional understandings of
what count as a text (and what counts as a literary question.) The
author, like twigs’ work itself, leaves us with a number of unsettling
questions at the end of the essay that should spark reflection in the
reader. Afterwards, the reader has learned something about central
questions that remain relevant and alive in our own time: for this
reader, this is the central tenet necessary for a excellent critical essay.
In “Dickinson’s Use of Personae in Relation to Gendered Expectations,” the second-place essay, Amy Lauren Crawford argues that
Emily Dickinson uses poetic personae to illustrate the “tensions
between a woman’s public and private temperaments” in order to
“challenge the social circumference of her gender. This essay gathers
together familiar Dickinson poems—such as “Much Madness is
divinest Sense”—alongside less well-known poems to make its primary arguments. This variety of careful reading demonstrates the
breadth of the author’s analysis of Dickinson’s poetry. Much like
Dickinson’s work itself, the essay is detailed, thoughtful, and attentive to the use of language. Furthermore, the careful close reading of
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Dickinson’s poems—which are usefully classified into the themes
of “marriage, religious, sexuality, and passion”—demonstrate the author’s commitment to this important work. While the author notes
the many “contradictions” of Dickinson’s personae, they importantly do not reduce this to a simplified rationalistic argument; instead,
they note that “these contradictions only prove the complicated nature of Victorian progressivism and Dickinson’s own grappling with
them.” This essay details the continued relevance of an important
American author by showing how her work remains important and
useful to us still today.
In the third-place essay, “Jane Eyre’s Religion of Love,” Jonathan
Boles argues that the novel’s main character is “constantly at war
within herself between a religion of law based on cold morality and
subjection and a religion of love based on freedom and passion” that
is eventually “resolved by fire, love, and Mr. Rochester.” This essay
provides a close reading of the novel through detailing the importance of religion in the love and how it shapes the actions of the
main characters. While much of the essay focuses on close reading
of Jane Eyre itself, the author usefully brings in pertinent academic
sources that shed analytical light on particular moments selected by
this essay’s author. There is a careful and attentive balance between
scholarly sources and the author’s own argument about the text.
The essay is a model of the type of literary analysis at the undergraduate level—one that engages with close reading of specific passages,
handle scholarly sources deftly, and begins to develop an original
perspective and argument about the work they are discussing.
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CAN THE SUBALTERN LOVE?

Amber Edmond, Columbus State University
FKA twigs is an English singer, songwriter, director, and performer
known for her seductive songs and visually compelling videos. Unfortunately, her work is often reduced to making shallow but pretty
songs to play in the background while having sex. However, through
the prism of sex, twigs is exploring complicated matters of agency
and intimacy. Specifically, the song and video “I’m Your Doll” (2015)
explores the unanswerable question of whether or not the subaltern
can speak, or rather whether or not the subaltern engage in intimacy
that is not violent. This is the dilemma presented in Gayatri Spivak’s 1985 essay “Can the Subaltern Speak?” She explores the idea of
agency and sati, the practice of widow burning, in British colonial
India. The British, who saw themselves as good colonists, wanted
Indians to rule themselves to an extent, until they encountered sati,
the Hindu practice of a woman dying by fire after the death of her
husband. The colonists saw this practice as unacceptable but did
not want to get too involved. Therefore they decided to allow widows to be burned only if they agreed to being burned. Spivak argues
that even if she agreed we could not be sure that woman wanted to
be burned. If she says yes, is she speaking for herself or has she been
so interpellated into patriarchy that it speaks even when she thinks
she is speaking for herself? Could we even tell if it is one or the other? Spivak thinks that women who agree to being burned are speaking for patriarchy, but at the same time, she finds it harmful to tell
a woman that all she thinks is what patriarchy wants her to think.
She comes to the conclusion that we cannot answer the question
of whether or not the subaltern can speak. However, this does not
mean that this is a question that should not be asked. Through this
fruitful inquiry, we can explore the limits of agency and ideology
in ways that illuminate our understanding of the world. “I’m Your
Doll” stands up in this question, in the cloying space between agency and ideology, to explore the violent nature of intimacy in white
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supremacist patriarchal capitalism and the desire to both engage in
and critique that violence.
The trope of the sexually submissive woman is rampant in songwriting, and pop culture at large. At its most irreducible, the woman is
a doll, an actual object with no agency that exists solely to amuse
the patriarchy. This can be seen quite literally in Aqua’s 1998 dance
pop hit “Barbie Girl,” with lyrics like “I’m a Barbie girl, in the Barbie
world / Life in plastic, it’s fantastic / You can brush my hair, undress me everywhere/Imagination, life is your creation.” Living in
a society where heterosexuality is compulsory, it could be assumed
that the “you” that can undress Barbie is a man, but there is no need
for assumption as there is a Ken to respond to her requests with
“Kiss me here, touch me there, hanky-panky.” Here, pleasure is about
a woman surrendering herself completely to the desires of a man
without regard to her needs. Patriarchy calls Barbie to act in a way
to please men, in order to meet a misogynist standard. However,
Spivak encourages us to listen to women and take seriously what
they say they want. Can Barbie want to be a doll? Does she have this
agency? Is this even agency?
On its surface, “I’m Your Doll” tells the story of a woman who wants
to be sexually dominated. For the chorus twigs writes, “I’m your
doll/Wind me up/I’m your doll/Dress me up/I’m your doll/Love
me rough/ I’m your doll.” It could be confused for a song like “Barbie Girl.” In addition, the repetitive lyrics could appear to be vapid;
throughout its three minute and 12 second runtime, there are only
sixteen unique lines. While these words conjure familiar pop culture
references where women gleefully become objects, they are only one
part of the story. The soundscape of “I’m Your Doll” provides a completely different texture. Whereas sonically “Barbie Girl” is bubbly
and frenetic, “I’m Your Doll” is uncomfortable and crawling. There
is something wrong here. It begins simply and quietly. After droning
ambient sounds alternate between the ears, twigs’ voice skulks in,
noticeably distorted and pitched down from her normal soprano
voice as she sings, “Stop playing with those other girls/It makes me
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jealous baby/I want to be the only one/The only one.” As the song
continues, these vocal effects fade in and out of the track, creating
a disorienting and menacing tone, along with a number of sounds
reminiscent of both horror scores and R&B tracks. The song reaches a sonic climax during the second and last chorus as loud drums
and distorted guitar explode onto the track. As fast as they appear,
the drum and guitar quietly fade into more ambient noises, and the
song ends. These sounds, while menacing, along with twigs’ vocals
also create a sensual tone, especially since the lyrics are still sexual in
nature even if twigs’ is critiquing them.
twigs wrote “I’m Your Doll” at 18, with the hopes that the song would
get her a manager, a producer interested in working with her, or a
demo deal. About the song she states, “I realized that I’d been brainwashed and preconditioned to write a pop song and write it from
that point of view (Pasori). After some years distance, twigs looked
at the song again and realized that she was falling into the “Barbie
Girl” trap. She could see the ideology that convinced her that to be
woman is to be submissive. twigs could also see how the popularity
of songs about this in part legitimized this ideology. She decided to
rework the song to present a more nuanced position. She states, “It’s
dark, it’s twisted, it’s sexy, and there’s this undertone of power. Even
though the lyrics are incredibly submissive, in a way, I feel like I’m
in control of my submission—and that makes me feel good about
myself, rather than making me feel bad about the message that I’m
sending out (Pasori).” twigs is aware of the power imbalance, yet
she still finds it seductive, as she is in control of her submission. Is it
possible to have a desire to submit that is separate from patriarchy?
The violent nature of intimacy in patriarchy is heightened in the
music video for “I’m Your Doll.” This video is part of a 16 minute
and 33 second film titled m3ll155x (pronounced “Melissa”), released
in 2015. In the film, twigs visualizes the tracks from her ep of the
same name. In the segment before “I’m Your Doll,” fashion designer
Michèle Lamy, dressed as an anglerfish, ingests her luminous lure
and then spits out what now appears to be a white cottony ball. As
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the camera zooms in, it reveals
itself to be a computer rendering of a deflated sex doll uncrumpling as it is blown up. The
video then cuts to an average
looking white man in an average
looking outfit (a white t-shirt, Figure 1. Still from “m3ll155x.” Younavy hoodie, and dark denim Tube, uploaded by FKA twigs, 13 Aujeans). Next is another shot of gust 2015, https://www.youtube.com/
the doll, which has been com- watch?v=bYU3j-22360.
pletely inflated (Fig. 1). Despite
its objecthood, it seems to be aware of a forthcoming violence—the
open mouth that was made to please without speaking now seems
to scream as its hand is raised
as if to say stop. This is quite a
different scene to “Barbie Girl,”
where in one sequence Barbie’s
arm “hilariously” detaches while
dancing (Fig. 2). This is not hijinks, nor shenanigans, but a
serious look into violence, plea- Figure 2. Still from “Barbie Girl.” Yousure, and intimacy. In the next Tube, uploaded by AquaHoldet, 20 Aushot, the computer-animated gust 2010, https://www.youtube.com/
doll is now twigs herself, on the watch?v=ZyhrYis509A.
bed with her dolly pigtails and
bangs ready for whatever her inflator has planned (Fig. 3). The video continues with blurry, intimate, and dirty close-ups of the man
masturbating with the doll. Her disinterested face stares at the man,
at the camera, nowhere. She is
empty. However, she initiates
the encounter. Intercut with
scenes of her as the doll is twigs
the person, voguing and walking up the man on her Barbie
tiptoes. In this way, twigs plays
with agency. Is she initiating Figure 3. Still from m3ll155x
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the encounter? Or is patriarchy
calling her to fulfill a fantasy in
such a way that she thinks she
initiates it? Is she actually disinterested or is this her playing
the role of the doll while receiving immense pleasure from Figure 4. Still from m3ll155x
doing it? The video ends with
twigs alone on the bed again, now deflated, physically and existentially (Fig. 4). She came into existence in order to give pleasure, and
now that it is done she is left empty and alone. Clearly something
violent has occurred.
This is not the only time twigs has explored this violence in art that
contradicts itself in form and in content. Two years earlier in the
alliterative “Papi Pacify,” twigs begs for papi, Spanish slang for man
or daddy (can be used in a familial or sexual context), to pledge his
devotion to her even though she knows that he is with other people.
Once again playing with the idea of dolls, objecthood, and submission, she sings, “Make me everything you want/Never tell me no(I’ll
try)/Whisper you’re the one to fix it too/Even if you won’t.” She
would rather knowingly endure the violence than be alone. Sonically, there is sensuality to this song as well, despite its despair. In the
video for this song, twigs’ partner, a muscular black man, forces his
fingers down her throat while the track plays (Figure 5). twigs uses
bdsm
(Bondage/Discipline,
Dominance/Submission, and
Sadism/Masochism) aesthetics
(such as choking) to explore
power, agency, and abuse literally in sexual relationships but
also metaphorically. twigs states
that the hands in mouth is a Figure 5. Still from “Papi Pacify.” Youphysical manifestation of being Tube, uploaded by FKA twigs, 13 Sep
in a relationship of someone 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watc
that would not let her commu- h?v=OydK91JjFOw.
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nicate how she felt. She was choked. She goes on to say, “It’s kind of
sexy, like emotional abuse can be tender. That’s why it’s messed up
(Foster).” So often in her work, intimacy and abuse go hand in hand.
bdsm allows thinkers like twigs the space to contemplate whether
or not the subaltern can speak in intimate relationships. Is it oppressive for a woman to be a submissive for a man? Are rape fantasies
oppressive? Is it oppressive for a white partner to yell racial slurs at a
black partner? Writer Catherine Scott outlines some of these arguments in the series Thinking Kink for Bitch Media. Scott quotes author of Performing Sex Breanne Fahs, who states that pleasure does
not stop criticism and that women that enjoy submission should interrogate why they enjoy it and what might it say about gender and
power. She also states that for some women rape fantasies may be
manifestations of being socialized to distance themselves from their
desires and to get pleasure from powerlessness (“Thinking Kink:
Does Female Submission Mean Oppression?”). In this way the subaltern cannot speak, only rework what ideology has taught them.
Scott disagrees with this stating that being a woman submissive is
not oppressive and that submission looks different for a number
of people. She quotes writer Cliff Pervocracy, who turns the focus
on non-bdsm sex, saying that someone could say some women do
not practice bdsm because society discourages women from having
unconventional sex. For performer Mollena Williams, being a submissive meant rejecting, not embracing ideology, as she was taught
as a black woman that to be obedient was not acceptable; she had to
be strong (“Thinking Kink: No, Female Submission Doesn’t Mean
Oppression.”). While Scott’s article suggests otherwise, all of these
things can be true. For some women, patriarchy manifests as never having unconventional sex. For others it could manifest as being
submissive, either in a conventional or bdsm sexual relationship.
For Williams and black women, it is more complicated than black
women being conditioned to only be strong. In the wake of slavery,
the black woman is both hypervisible as an object and invisible as
a subject (Bradley). Therefore Williams was conditioned to think
that to be a black woman is to be strong and not submissive in part
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because of ideology that depicts black women as strong and sassy
but to contend with the nonhuman position of blackness, specifically black women, which formed as a result of slavery, complete
submission.
Video lets twigs to play with the visuality of race. As she is a mixed
race woman, black Jamaican and white European, she cannot avoid
this. Even though she is fair skinned, so much so that the “I’m Your
Doll” blow up doll is white, her physical features, slightly tan skin,
elaborate baby hairs, cornrows, and full lips, signify what we define
as black. So much so that before she revealed her image, her music
was labeled as alternative pop. Afterwards, it was alternative R&B
(Simon). Questions of race ask whether or not there can be non-violent intimacy, or even love, in the afterlife of chattel slavery.
In a presentation titled “To the Bone: Some Speculations on Touch,”
literary critic and black feminist scholar Hortense Spillers interrogates the paradoxes of agency and the violence/sensuality of
touch in and post-slavery. According to Spillers, the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade completely reconfigured manifestations of intimacy. She states that when a family member could be sold off at any
time, feelings of love could be unstable, able to be destroyed at any
moment. When one was/is enslaved and therefore does not have
self-ownership, touch was/is violent. A slave’s body did not belong
to themselves, but to a master as property. Often touch meant physical violence. If a white slave master “loved” the black slave they force
themselves onto, then what is love if it allows one violently take another’s agency?
Some scholars state that similarly race play, a form of bdsm that
draws from racist practices, recreates that violent intimacy. Race
play can take a number of forms, including the use of racial slurs
and the restaging of scenes of subjection such as a slave auction. Dejan Kuzmanovic, while focusing on gay men, argues that race play
is not simply horribly racist or a practice between consenting adults
but a method of both feeding into and undermining racist ideology.
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Kuzmanovic states that race play forces whiteness out of its normative position as the standard and turns it into a marked category
such as blackness (71).
It is in this space that twigs situates “I’m Your Doll” and other works
like “Papi Pacify.” Through haunting and seductive lyrics and sounds
and visually compelling videos, twigs forces the viewer to contend
with the violent nature of intimacy and touch, especially for black
women in white supremacist patriarchal capitalism. twigs says that
“I’m Your Doll” represents the pleasure of owning her submission.
However, she herself complicates this in the video, showing the doll
as uninvolved and the experience as disgusting. If this is pleasure,
then pleasure is disgusting and violent, like the world that formed it.
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DICKINSON’S USE OF PERSONA IN RELATION
TO GENDERED EXPECTATIONS

Amy Lauren Crawford, Columbus State University

The Victorian period exhibited a vast increase in women’s writing
and publication, yet the stereotypical role of these women became
more confined. Despite the growing prominence of revolutionary
writings contending the role of women, critics disregarded these
perspectives as a result of the deep-rooted conception of the sentimental female disposition. These women, to which Nathanial
Hawthorne referred to as a “dammed mob of scribbling women,”
advocated for a surge of representation in the literary canon, while
embracing their tendencies of sentimentality (Hawthorne qtd. in
Coates). While never widely published within her lifetime, Emily
Dickinson remains one of the most prominent female voices of the
Victorian period, and her prose reflects a personal conflict between
social expectation and personal advocacy. Dickinson’s poems discussing the conventional Victorian role of women vacillate between
contradicting perspectives as demonstrated through her use of multiple poetic personae. These shifts represent the tensions between
a woman’s public and private temperaments, and illustrate Dickinson’s own disputes between the two. Through her poetics, Dickinson represents the numerous personae both expected and unexpected by a woman of her circumstance, and challenges the social
circumference of her gender.
Womanhood, as perceived in the middle nineteenth century, confirmed the stereotypical role of women in society more than any
other period in the past. While it is true that women carried almost
equal loads of work during the years leading up to the nineteenth
century, an ideology known as “separate spheres” discussed the “natural characteristics” of both men and women; while women were
considered “physically weaker” than men, they were perceived as
being “morally superior” as a result of their sweet dispositions and
affable influence over their male counterparts (Hughes). Because
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of these perceptions, women were expected to exert their “moral
superiority” in a domestic setting by overseeing the household and
demonstrating their many accomplishments. Dickinson would have
been immersed in this culture of male dominance and female docility, and her perceptions of this convention is obvious in her poem
“Much Madness is divinest Sense –”.
Believed to have been written in 1862, “Much Madness is divinest
Sense –” is a poem by Dickinson that discusses themes of societal
expectations, perceived gender roles, and most notably, behavioral
rebellion. Dickinson’s poem opens with the lines “Much Madness
is divinest sense – / To a discerning Eye –”, suggesting that the
speaker believes that ideas or actions that are considered mad in her
setting are actually brought forth by a “divine” influence (lines 1-2).
The next lines read “Much Sense – the starkest Madness – / ‘Tis
the Majority –” (lines 3-4). The most obvious reasoning of this line
reflects Dickinson’s perceptions of the absurdity of “sensible” women and their almost blind adherence to their social constraints. To
most women submerged in this patriarchal environment, this was
the way things were; Dickinson possesses the “discerning eye” that
allowed her to form the “divinest sense,” a way to see through the
veil of constraint and champion on behalf of a new way of thinking (lines 1-2). Another reading of this line could switch the subject
demonstrating that the speaker believes her actions are justified and
sensible, those around her perceive them as madness. In this case,
Dickinson’s speaker possesses “Much sense” and is in return viewed
as one with the “starkest Madness” (line 3).
The final four lines read as though the speaker is directly addressing
the reader. Dickinson’s speaker states “In this, as all, prevail –” (line
5), suggesting that it does not matter which path a woman chooses,
whether to conform or rebel, there will be an equal outcome to any
situation. The woman who adheres to these ideals will be accepted
by her society, but will never be able to reach her full potential. The
woman who rebels will be scorned and “handled with a Chain”, but
may find truer satisfaction and happiness in herself. There is also
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an interesting connection to the Victorian literary convention of associating women with hysteria, or an extreme outburst of emotion.
The tendency to write female characters as wild and vehement due
to their impassioned beliefs became quite common during this period, and stories such as Brontë’s Jane Eyre and Poe’s “The Fall of the
House of Usher” promote Dickinson’s association of female artistic,
intellectual, and behavioral agency with madness (Ellison).
According to scholar Dorothea Steiner, Dickinson’s persona
throughout this poem can be categorized as the “Mask of the Protesting Woman-Poet” (Steiner 64). The speaker of this poem passionately displays a firm sense of understanding towards the expectations of women during this period, and uses her voice to challenge
the status-quo. The reader can also detect Dickinson’s use of juxtaposition through her discussion of madness and sense versus conformity and discord. Dickinson uses this tension to her advantage
by demonstrating the “violent clash of the man’s and woman’s world”
(Steiner 67). While brief, “Much Madness is divinest Sense –” provides the reader with a concise understanding of Dickinson’s own
form of literary rebellion through her use of a passionate and protesting poetic persona.
Dickinson was not one to shy away from addressing discrepancies
in her society that she believed hindered her growth as an artist. Titled “What Soft – Cherubic Creatures –”, this poem addressed head
on the hypocrisy of proper, Christian society among ladies, and
chastises them for their unpleasant behavior. Dickinson opens this
poem with the lines “What Soft – Cherubic Creatures – / These
Gentlewomen are –”, presenting this specific group of ladies as
heavenly and sweet, conforming to their anticipated role in society.
The reader can already detect a disdainful and sarcastic tone from
Dickinson’s speaker, and the following line that reads “One would
soon assault a Plush – / Or violate a Star –”, contributing to the
initial comparison of feminine Amherst society as one that is soft
and almost idealized, as a star. “Dimity Convictions” reinforces the
extended images of softness, now attacking the personalities and
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sentiments of the women (line 5). Dickinson’s speaker believes that
the dichotomy between private and public lives becomes most apparent in her social circle, and is able to see the hypocrisy associated
with the “freckled Human Nature –”, or the tendency for people, especially the women Dickinson is interacting with, to fluctuate their
image in order to mirror their surroundings.
The final stanza drives home the belief that these women may appear to be adhering to Christian doctrine, but the truth behind their
actions is apparent to both God and the speaker. In this context,
Dickinson is employing her speaker as an exceptional judge of character, and her ability to see past the veil of societal convention allows her to reach a certain level of enlightenment that others cannot
achieve. Dickinson’s use of irony is also most present in this stanza,
specifically with the line “It’s such a common – Glory – / A Fisherman’s – Degree –”, in which Dickinson declares that Christ, who
was a humble carpenter that recruited fisherman to be the messengers of his faith, would have been scorned by the wholesome societal
ladies of her time.
Comparable thematically to “Much madness – is Divinest Sense –”,
this poem employs Dickinson’s direct form of writing and a similar persona in order to notate her unconventional beliefs of proper society and to combat the traditional roles of women. It would
have been the circulation of a poem such as this that would have
shunned Dickinson from her society and prompted them to “handle” her “with a chain” (“Much Madness is Divinest Sense –” line
8). This poem also includes the mention of a divine sense that her
speaker possesses that gives her a “Discerning Eye” to see through
the hypocrisy of her community (line 2). Perhaps the boldest aspect
of this poem is Dickinson’s courage to directly address those associated with these societies, and draw attention to the impacts of their
behavior. While they may present themselves as refined followers of
the Christian faith, Dickinson is able to connect these ideas of societal conventions of proper womanhood and the female role in her
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society, and she is able to argue the contrary, that these ideals hinder
both the Christian soul and the female ambition (Doriani 122-123).
The poetry of Emily Dickinson, while perceived as being relayed
through the use of a separate speaker, can be thematically interpreted to reflect the personal beliefs of Dickinson herself. Continuing
with the presentation of female roles in nineteenth century society,
the poem “Title divine, is mine” allows the reader to glance inside
of the mind of the writer and witness the internal struggle she had
concerning the sanctity of traditional Christian marriage. In this
poem, the “Title divine” would be the title of wife a woman earns
through marriage. The first nine lines strictly personify wifehood
as a glorious title earned through both love and respect. Dickinson
includes diction related to royalty, “Divine” (1), “Empress of Calvary –” (4), “Royal, all but the Crown –” (5). These images solidify
the initial argument that wifehood is something women are both
expected and honored to receive. There is also an emphasis of religious diction with the inclusion of “conferred” (3), “Calvary” (4), and
“Garnet” (8). Dickinson’s use of gemstones as symbols can be seen in
many of her poems, specifically her poems discussing religion and
sexuality. While pearls are commonly used to denote femininity and
purity, the use of garnet, which is a brilliant red gemstone, suggests
both passion and sacrifice. Historically, in the medieval era, garnets
ere commonly used in illuminated manuscripts and armor to symbolize the blood of Christ as brilliant and beautiful. The underlying references to his sacrifice are evident as well. By including the
line “When you hold Garnet to Garnet –”, Dickinson is referencing
the sacrifice of Christ in relation to the sacrifice a woman makes
when assuming the “title divine” (lines 1 and 8). The line “Gold – to
Gold –”, however, references the gold wedding band that would conceptually tie the bride to her groom (line 9). It’s worth noting that
in this context Dickinson is not diminishing the sacrifice of Christ
by comparing it to the inevitable loss of freedom some women experience when becoming a wife, she is merely drawing the reader’s
attention to the religious aspects associated with marriage and the
presence of Christ in marriage.
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The poem experiences a tonal shift in line ten which reads “Born –
Bridalled – Shrouded – / In a Day –” (lines 10-11). This line declares
that the speaker is now seeing the loss in addition to the gain she
earns through marriage. She now sees that aspects of herself are
created, restrained, and killed. In terms of Dickinson, if she were
to marry, her desire to write and create would have been controlled
and dictated by her husband. Her wifely duties would take precedent over her private pleasures, and a part of her would die in
response. The final few lines that read “Tri Victory – / ‘My Husband’ – Women say / Stroking the Melody– / Is this the way –”
can be read as questions now being raised by the wife, or the potential wife. The “Tri Victory” would be the birth, restraint, and death
of the woman as a result of marriage, something the man and the
stereotypical woman would have perceived as a victory. Dickinson
states that many women may revel in referring to a man as their
husband, but the final line can be perceived as Dickinson’s voice
questioning another way for her. The persona Dickinson used when
composing this poem, a persona that questions the “dealings with
power” that dictate a woman’s life, suggests to the reader an internal
conflict between Dickinson and her Calvinistic upbringing (Steiner 63). This persona confirms a spiritual struggle that is associated
with the rootedness of gender roles within religious teachings, and
concludes the poem with a hyphen in order to demonstrate the following moments of “spiritual crisis” (63).
The theme of a spiritual presence in marriage is mentioned throughout many Dickinson poems, most notably “Given in Marriage unto
Thee”, in which the speaker discusses the superiority of a marriage
to religion, as opposed to a religious marriage. In this poem, Dickinson’s speaker is “Given” as a “Bride of the Father and the Son” and
the “Holy Ghost –” (lines 1-4). The second stanza states that “Other Betrothal shall dissolve –” (line 5), referencing the “Title Divine”
(line 1) that so many crave, will fade with time, but a true relationship with the Holy Trinity will be eternal. The final lines read “Only
the Keeper of this Ring / Conquer Mortality –” (lines 7-8), likening
the wedding band as an “apocalyptic token of salvation” (Dressman
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42). This comparison, as well as the previous metaphor of the “Empress of Calvary”, injects a sense of mysticism into Dickinson’s prose.
This association suggests to the reader a new perspective from Dickinson concerning marriage, a persona that embraces convention and
desires a connection to another person or entity. While it may be
apparent that a majority of Dickinson’s poems discussing marriage
prove feelings of displeasure from the speaker, Dickinson’s complexity of emotion and voice demonstrate contradictory perspectives.
Utilizing a similar speaker as “Given in Marriage unto Thee –”,
Dickinson’s poem “Wild nights – Wild nights!” discusses the advantages of marriage, or at least human connection, through pleasure. This pleasure is demonstrated with the setting of night, which
is commonly denoted as representing either moments of fleeting
passion between man and woman, or moments of natural intimacy
between man and wife. The introductory stanza states that these
“Wild nights should be / Our luxury!”, returning to previous conceptions of leisure and enjoyment through human connection (lines
3-4). The persona’s use of “luxury”, however, suggests to the reader
that these nights are a right to the couple as a result of marriage
vows.
The Persona of the Lover characterizes her passion through copious amounts of maritime imagery, suggesting a desire to submit to
the overwhelming power the sea holds over man (Steiner 66). This
powerlessness is further proven through the use of the word “Futile”
(5), which proves that speaker and her lover are being dictated by
the “Heart in port –” (6). This theme of powerlessness continues
with the lines “Done with the Compass – / Done with the Chart!”,
implying that the speaker is willing to submit to the overwhelming passion (lines 7-8). Finally, religious diction is combined with
sexual imagery in the final stanza that reads: “Rowing in Eden – /
Ah – the Sea! / Might I but moor – tonight – / In thee!” (lines
9-12). The inclusion of “Eden” (9) established a connection between
physical pleasure and the Biblical paradise that was created for the
first man and woman. The continued sea imagery from “port” (6)
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implies a feeling of confinement as opposed to the freedom of sea,
and “moor” (11) can translate to mean tether or anchor, suggesting
that the speaker finds liberation and satisfaction through this connection (Steiner 66). When read within the same context, “Given in
Marriage unto Thee –” and “Wild nights – Wild nights!” provide
similar narratives of passion achieved through marriage, the first alluding to a religious-based relationship and the second referring to
one based on physical passion.
Perhaps one of her most recognizable poems discussing marriage
is Dickinson’s “A Wife – at Daybreak – I shall be –”, which uses a
persona of childlike innocence and the dutiful wife to illustrate a
transition from girlhood to womanhood. The setting of this poem
is the wedding night of the speaker, who is expressing the complex
emotions associated with consummation. These references are both
secular and Biblical, demonstrating the close relationship between
the two. Specifically, the lines that read “Then – Midnight – I have
passed from Thee – / Unto the East – and Victory” (5-6), and “Midnight – Good night – I hear them Call – / The Angels bustle in the
Hall –” (7-8) reference a divine union between the speaker and her
groom, or a religious union between the speaker and God, similar
to “Given in Marriage unto Thee –”. The speaker asks if the groom,
perhaps God, has a “Flag” for her, or a signifier of her elevated status
as wife (2). The speaker’s new life lies in the “East”, the direction
which the sun rises, suggesting that her marriage begins a new life
for her, a life of “Victory” (6).
The final stanza takes place at “Midnight”, the beginning of a new
day and the middle of the night (7). This could again reference the
private pleasures of man and wife at night. The following lines read
“Softly – my Future climbs the stair – / I fumble at my Childhood’s
Prayer – / So soon to be a Child – no more – / Eternity – I’m coming – Sir –” (9-11), referencing a state of innocence that is lost once
a woman becomes a wife, as well as the excitement and fear (Steiner
66). Dickinson’s use of persona in this poem reinforces the idea that
religious union and unions of passion are superior to conventional
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unions expected of women during her time, unions that were commonly considered transactional rather than authentic. The concept
of Dickinson referring to marriage in this way occurs again in her
poem “I gave Myself to Him –”, in which the speaker applies a utilitarian diction, with words and phrases such as “The solemn contract
of a Life –” (3), “ratified” (4), and “Depreciate” (9), as well as referring
to the man as a the “great Purchaser” (7). The similarities between
this poem and “A Wife – at Daybreak – I shall be” include a persona
that both embraces the conventions of traditional marriage, while
also serving as a critique of the more confining aspects of marriage.
Continuing with this theme of conformity and silent rebellion, the
poem “I’m ‘wife’- I’ve finished that –” combines the previous use of
regal diction with religion in order to characterize an evolving perspective of marriage. The speaker, who can be described as a new
wife, views her gendered title as one that signifies her transition as a
“Woman” (3), and “Czar” (3). These words, especially “Czar”, are reminiscent of the line referring to the speaker as an “Empress of Calvary” (4) in the poem “Title divine – Is mine!”. The following stanza
notates the distinct differences between girlhood and womanhood,
specifically that the speaker remains in a state of romantic bliss, represented through the “soft Eclipse” (6). The speaker continues to
compare her Earthly life with Heaven, which is a distinct difference
between many of Dickinson’s other poems concerning marriage, because this poem directly associates secular marriage with spiritual
reward. In other words, the speaker compares her new life as a wife
with the death of her childhood; there is a positive destination into
wifehood after girlhood, just as there is a positive destination after a
mortal death (Dressman 40).
The final stanza explores the dichotomy between comfort and pain:
“This being comfort – then – / That other kind – was pain – / But
Why compare? / I’m ‘Wife’! Stop there!” (9-12). Here, the speaker
is associating maidenhood with pain due to the uncertainty of her
future without the security provided by a husband, and wifehood
with comfort. The final two lines break away from the speaker’s in146

ternal monologue and demand that she “Stop there!” (12), because
these comparisons will only bring more pain. Dickinson’s persona
throughout this poem suggests her own confusion and internal conflict concerning the decision of marriage, and her decision to include
references to the transition from girlhood to womanhood prove her
curiosity between the differences.
The final persona Dickinson explores when discussing the gendered
conventions of Victorian marriage includes aspects of the loving
wife, while also critiquing the restraints placed upon women in society. Dickinson’s poem “She rose to His Requirement – dropt” discusses the previous theme of a maiden transitioning into the role of
wife. In this poem, Dickinson’s speaker abandons the “Playthings
of Her Life” (2) in order to “take the honorable Work / Of Woman,
and of Wife –” (3-4). These “playthings”, which can be interpreted as
the woman’s passions and creations, are belittled by the masculine
perspectives interpreting this piece, and the specific domestic roles
of wife are elevated as “honorable” (2-3). The speaker then notates
that the beliefs of the wife are of “Gold” and therefore “In using,
wear away” (7-8). The following lines reference the abandonment of
these passions through the metaphor of a pearl, which is commonly
used as a symbol of purity and virginity. The pearl metaphor also
contributes to maritime imagery that references a passion to become overwhelmed by a powerful force, and in this case the speaker
is sympathizing with the wife who is disregarded by her husband,
and must bury her talents in the “Fathoms” of the “Sea”, only to be
enjoyed by him (9-12). Here, Dickinson is pondering the dangers a
marriage would bring to her passions, concluding that submitting
to marriage would limit her circumference as both a woman and
an artist.
The transition from girlhood to womanhood is a theme commonly explored through the oeuvre of Emily Dickinson, and marriage
is periodically used as a medium of demonstrating these changes.
These changes are apparent to the reader, and can be interpreted as
instances of rebellion from Dickinson concerning the confinements
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inflicted upon her based on her gender. Although the use of differing female personae may contradict thematically with other messages transmitted by Dickinson, these contradictions only prove
that complicated nature of Victorian progressivism, and Dickinson’s own grappling with societal expectation. Overall, Dickinson’s
thematic representations of gender in relation to marriage, religion,
sexuality, and passion through her use of persona demonstrate a
linear connection between the concepts, while also allowing for the
writer to explore her own perceptions.
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JANE EYRE’S RELIGION OF LOVE
Jonathan Boles, Delta State University

Charlotte Brontë’s novel, Jane Eyre, is arguably one of the most popular novels written in the 19th century. It speaks to things such as
life, love, happiness, marriage, injustice, equality, agency, human will,
and freedom. The protagonist of the story, Jane, is both religious
and also greatly affected by the religious people she encounters
throughout the book. The first overly religious people Jane encounters are Mr. Brocklehurst and Helen Burns. Mr. Brocklehurst is portrayed as a cold, Calvinistic headmaster at the school where Jane is
sent for her education. Helen Burns—a young girl Jane meets and
befriends while at Lowood school—is portrayed as the foil of Mr.
Brocklehurst. Instead of being overly dogmatic, theologically rigorous, and legalistically strict, Helen is portrayed as kind, wise, loving,
and almost sage-like. Rochester—the man Jane eventually marries
in the end of the novel—is not depicted as overly religious. Instead,
he serves as a kind of religious object for Jane in order to increase
the tension of the novel. The last overtly religious character Jane
meets in St. John, a very sensible, theological, cold, dispassionate,
and Calvinistic man who attempts to use his religious convictions to
convince Jane to marry him. Throughout the novel, Jane is constantly conflicted between the two different ideologies these characters
represent. On one side, Mr. Brocklehurst and St. John represent a
more sensible, dispassionate, cold, legalistic, and by-the-book type
religion. Whereas Rochester and Helen Burns seem to represent a
spiritual life full of love, joy, peace, and freedom. Throughout the
novel, Jane is constantly at war within herself between a religion
of law based on cold morality and subjection and a religion of love
based on freedom and passion, a war that is eventually resolved by
fire, love, and Mr. Rochester.
Mr. Brocklehurst is the head of a religious school for young women, but he does not seem to be genuinely religious himself. When
Jane first meets Helen—a girl who is depicted as truly religious and
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pious—and is asking her about Mr. Brocklehurst, she asks if he is
a good man to which Helen replies, “He is a clergyman, and is said
to do a great deal of good” (Brontë 48). It is apparent by Helen’s
vague answer that she has not seen him do any good deeds. For
Helen to have been there for some time, and not to have seen him
do any good, is indicative of the fact that he did not do much good.
In fact, Helen says, “Mr. Brocklehurst is not a god: nor is he even a
great and admired man: he is little liked here; he never took steps to
make himself liked (Brontë 66). Despite his outward religiosity and
strict enforcement of moral laws, it is apparent that no one really
respected or liked him.
Mr. Brocklehurst being portrayed as a hypocrite can be interpreted
as reflective of Jane’s personal feelings about the type of Calvinistic, evangelical religiosity Mr. Brocklehurst represents. Although it
is never explicitly stated, there are several allusions to him being
a Calvinist—an evangelical Christian who holds to doctrines such
as predestination, election, and original sin. While Jane is recalling
her instruction at Lowood, she says, “Sunday evening was spent in
repeating, by heart, the Church Catechism, and the fifth, sixth, and
seventh chapters of St. Matthew; and in listening to a long sermon,
read by Miss Miller” (Brontë 58). Mr. Brocklehurst choosing passages of the Bible that list out laws given by Jesus and his insistence
on the girls knowing the Catechisms are indicative of his being Anglican and Calvinistic. According to J. Jeffrey Franklin, who is an
author and is also Professor of English and Associate Vice Chancellor at the University of Colorado Denver, “Brocklehurst is cast stereotypically has the hypocritical Calvinist” (Franklin 462, 463). He
goes on to say, “Further evidence of Brocklehurst’s Calvinism is his
reliance on the doctrines of innate human corruption (or original
sin) and of strict body/soul duality, particularly, it seems, in the case
of young women …” (Franklin 463). By watching Mr. Brocklehurst
lead a hypocritical life full of meanness and cold, superficial religion
and morality, Jane learned that such things lead to an undesirable
end.
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Helen Burns—Jane’s first real friend at Lowood—holds a religious
belief that is not quite as morally or theologically rigorous and is
held in a much higher regard than Mr. Brocklehurst. During a
conversation between Jane and Helen, Helen reveals that she does
not believe death will be a negative thing for anyone. She says that
she cannot believe that the next life will be worse than this one for
anyone. While speaking about the topic—in contrast to those who
would say that there is a hell and that some go to it—Helen says, “I
hold another creed; which no one ever taught me, and which I seldom mention; but in which I delight. And to which I cling: for it extends hope to all: it makes eternity a rest …” (Brontë 55). This “other
creed” Helen mentions seems to be some type of universalism—a
branch of theology that says there is no hell and that all people go
to heaven. It is no surprise that Helen seldom speaks of it as it was
deemed heresy by the church hundreds of years ago. Later in the
novel, right before she dies, after Jane asks if she will ever see her
again, Helen says, “You will come to the same region of happiness:
be received by the same mighty, universal Parent, no doubt, dear
Jane” (Brontë 78). Helen’s confidence of Jane’s entrance into that
place with her one day—despite Jane’s lack of religious expression
or allegiance—is indicative of her universalistic notion of all people
going to heaven. Also, her referring to God as a “universal Parent”
also seems to indicate that Helen believes all people will eventually
be welcomed home by their heavenly parent. Despite her unorthodox view, Helen is depicted as the novel’s paragon of Christian faith.
Helen often displays her commitment to the practical doctrines of
love and forgiveness which makes her the foil of Mr. Brocklehurst.
According to Franklin, “Helen Burns is the foil, or antidote, to
Brocklehurst. Her religious philosophy retains the strong Evangelical belief in self-sacrifice and in individual, personal contact between
human subject and God …” (Franklin 464). Whereas Brocklehurst
is portrayed as harsh, hateful, divisive, and hypocritical, Helen is
displayed as loving, kind, thoughtful, and sincere. In contrast to Mr.
Brocklehurst’s religion of law and service, Helen places emphasis on
love and closeness with God. Although Jane continues to struggle
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with the rigorous moral code impressed upon her by Brocklehurst,
Helen’s notion of everyone getting to heaven greatly influences Jane’s
future actions in her relationship with Rochester.
Jane’s initial relationship with Mr. Rochester shows her internal
conflictions over what she desires and her own moral code. After
leaving Lowood school, Jane becomes a governess to a young girl
at the estate of Mr. Rochester. Over a period of time, they eventually fall in love, and Mr. Rochester proposes to Jane. Jane eventually
learns that he has a wife named Bertha who has been insane for
several years. However, Mr. Rochester still begs Jane to stay with
him and become his wife, but Jane refuses because he already has a
wife. After hearing this, Mr. Rochester says, “I am not married. You
shall be Mrs Rochester—both virtually and nominally. I shall keep
only you as long as I live” (Brontë 285). Despite his pleas, Jane refuses him again and says, “[Y]our wife is living … if I lived with you
as you desire, I should then be your mistress …” (Brontë 285). Jane
finds the idea of being Mr. Rochester’s mistress abhorrent. However,
this does not negate the feelings she has for Mr. Rochester.
Jane’s love for Mr. Rochester further complicates her spiritual convictions by becoming a sort of religious object in itself. When Mr.
Rochester is about to propose to Jane for the first time, he plays a
trick on her and makes her think he is going to propose to Blanche
Ingram. Jane asserts that she must leave, but Mr. Rochester asserts
in return that she must stay. To which Jane replies, “Do you think I
can stay to become nothing to you? Do you think I am an automaton?—a machine without feelings? and can bear to have my morsel
of bread snatched from my lips, and my drop of living water dashed
from my cup?” (Brontë 238). In this passage, Jane is using extremely
religious language, language and imagery used specifically of Jesus
in the New Testament. According to Robert James Merrett, who is
an author and well-published journal writer, “Her comparison of
not being able to love Rochester with having her ‘morsel of bread
snatched’ from her lips and her ‘drop of living water dashed’ from
her cup is stronger evidence that she subordinates biblical and sac152

ramental to romantic expression” (9). In other words, by referring to
Mr. Rochester in religiously symbolic language, she is reflecting her
inner confliction between the religion that has been instilled in her
and the religion of passion and love—of which she finds Mr. Rochester to be a god-like or savior-like figure based on her application
of those terms to Mr. Rochester.
When Jane remains intent on leaving, Mr. Rochester also speaks of
Jane in religious language. After Mr. Rochester has the opportunity
to fully explain his situation with Bertha, he pleads with Jane to
stay. However, Jane refuses again. Mr. Rochester then says, “You will
not come? You will not be my comforter, my rescuer? My deep love,
my wild woe, my frantic prayer?” (Brontë 297). The term comforter
and rescue are constantly applied to God in the Old and New Testaments. Prayer also has religious origins and overtones. Here, Mr.
Rochester is reciprocating the idea of a religion of love, of which
he sees Jane as savior. After Mr. Rochester says this, Jane reflects,
“[W]hile he spoke my very conscience and reason turned traitors
against me, and charged me with crime in resisting him” (Brontë
297). Jane expresses here that her inner self was at war. According
to the religion she was instructed in at Lowood, it is wrong for her
to stay with him, but she is almost persuaded to forsake that religion. It seems, then, that the love between Mr. Rochester and Jane
develops its own kind of religion, a religion whose core tenets are
love, passion, emotion, spirit, and freedom—tenets which are in direct contrast to how Jane describes the religion of St. John and Mr.
Brocklehurst.
Jane’s relationship with St. John proves to be a sharp contrast between her relationship with Mr. Rochester as St. John represents
an entirely different form of love. After leaving Mr. Rochester, Jane
happens upon some of her long-lost cousins, one of which is St.
John, a Christian minister who eventually tries to persuade Jane
to marry him. When speaking of St. John’s preaching, Jane says,
“Throughout there was a strange bitterness; an absence of consolatory gentleness; stern allusions to Calvinistic doctrines—election,
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predestination, reprobation—were frequent; and each reference to
these points sounded like a sentence pronounced for doom” (328).
In Jane’s assessment of St. John’s preaching and Calvinistic leanings,
it is clear that she does not find those doctrines to be comforting or
even pleasing. In fact, she says the very reference to those doctrines
were like sentences of doom. Instead of exciting passion, love, joy,
and happiness—as was the case with her love of Mr. Rochester—St.
John’s religion evokes the exact opposite emotions.
Even though she reacts very strongly to St. John’s initial proposal, she
expresses several instances where she is almost persuaded. When
speaking of their first conversation about the proposal, Jane says, “I
felt his influence in my marrow—his hold on my limbs” (Brontë
379). Later, she is almost entirely persuaded by him. Jane says, “My
refusals were forgotten—my fears overcome—my wrestlings paralysed. The Impossible—i.e., my marriage with St. John—was fast
becoming the Possible … Religion called—Angels beckoned—God
commanded …” (Brontë 390). This is one of the most pivotal points
in the novel. Here, Jane is battling between the religion of St. John,
and her own religion of love. According to Chris R. VandenBossche, who is Professor Emeritus at the University of Notre Dame
and is a Victorian literature specialist, “Criticism of the novel has
frequently noted the structure defined by the relation between an
authentic narrated self—the Jane who rebels against the Reeds—
and a narrating self that is repressed by, and succumbs to, cultural
norms—the Jane who marries Rochester” (52). According to VandenBossche, Jane is constantly struggling between what he calls the
“authentic narrated self ” and the “repressed narrating self.” In a way,
Jane’s repressed self is convicted of her need to serve as a missionary
and marry St. John for the sake of God’s kingdom. However, her
narrated self knows that his would lead to a cold and dispassionate
life full of many rules and little love, so she rebels against expectations and follows her passions.
The idea of coldly following convictions impressed by others with
little love would have been a sort of return to Lowood for Jane. Jane
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was very familiar with the notion of cold adherence to moral laws
and convictions preached to her at Lowood school, and she had also
seen their end. Mr. Brocklehurst shared many of the same traits
and convictions as St. John. According to Franklin, “[D]espite the
moral integrity and Christian piety with which the novel imbues
St. John … he ultimately proves to possess the most negative qualities of Brocklehurst and to lack the essential ingredient that makes
Helen Burns the novel’s Christian paragon” (466). Jane eventually
discovers that St. John is not the type of person she wants to marry.
He is too cold, too rigid, too dispassionate, and too much like Mr.
Brocklehurst. When speaking of St. John, Jane says, “He had held
me in awe, because he had held me in doubt. How much of him was
saint, how much mortal, I could not heretofore tell: but revelations
were being made in this conference … I saw his fallibilities: I comprehended them” (Brontë 379). Jane eventually sees the flaws of St.
John and that those flaws had led him to be such a cold individual.
By seeing St. John as who he was and choosing to reject him, the
ideals of love, joy, passion, peace, and religious freedom represented by Helen Burns and Mr. Rochester proved to be the ideals she
found most appealing.
Jane is saved from St. John by the symbolic cleansing of Mr. Rochester and marriage to him. Shortly after Jane had been persuaded
to marry St. John and go with him, she has a mystical experience
of a voice calling out to her for help. She discovers that the voice
is Mr. Rochester’s, so she chooses to leave St. John to go and see
what has become of Mr. Rochester. When she arrives, she learns
that Thornfield has burned down, and that Bertha died in the fire.
When speaking of seeing Mr. Rochester for the first time since leaving, she says, “He lifted his hand and opened his eyelids; gazed blank,
and with a straining effort, on the sky … one saw that all to him
was void darkness. He stretched his right hand (the left arm, the
mutilated one, he kept hidden in his bosom) …” (Brontë 405). Mr.
Rochester lost his hand and his eyesight in the fire. He had also lost
his wife. Now that Bertha is dead, Jane knows that her love for Mr.
Rochester is no longer lawless or unconsecrated, as St. John had
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said (Brontë 386). She also seems to see Mr. Rochester’s injuries as
a sort of symbolic cleansing. While Jane was at Lowood, they read
Matthew chapters 5, 6, and 7, every Sunday. It is no coincidence that
in Matthew 5:29-30, Jesus says,
If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away. For
it is better that you lose one of your members than that your whole
body be thrown into hell. And if your right hand causes you to sin,
cut it off and throw it away. For it is better that you lose one of your
members than that your whole body go into hell (esv).
When speaking of this, Emily Griesinger, who is Professor of English at Azusa Pacific University and a published author, says, “It is
the moral law of God after all that constrains Jane from becoming
Rochester’s mistress, and it is Rochester’s violation of that law that
causes him to lose Jane, and later on … to lose his hand and eye” (53).
Even though the moral law had constrained Jane’s love in the past,
and Mr. Rochester’s violation of that law caused her to leave, he has
now been cleansed of his sin, and, consequently, their marriage has
been consecrated by God. Thus, Jane’s inner war is resolved by the
merging of her two religions. The religion of law is satisfied by the
sacrifice, and the religion of love is satisfied by her passionate marriage to Mr. Rochester.
Throughout the novel, religion’s affect and influence on Jane is very
apparent. In her inner battle between the religion of law—represented by Mr. Brocklehurst and St. John—and the religion of love—
represented by Helen Burns and Mr. Rochester—, Jane eventually
comes to a compromise. Jane finds that the strict, hypocritical religiosity of Mr. Brocklehurst was no good to others or himself, and did
not gain him much favor with anyone. She also finds the same type
of strict morality—when fully internalized and applied—leads to
someone being like St. John, cold, dispassionate, calculating, bound,
and self-loathing. In contrast, Jane finds that—even though the religious freedom of Helen and the passionate love of Mr. Rochester
are most appealing—her conscience still haunts her. However, as
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chance or fate would have it, Jane’s two ideologies find a way to coexist. Because of the death of Bertha and Mr. Rochester’s symbolic
absolution, she is able to stay true to her strong moral convictions,
and she is also able to pursue her passions and marry Mr. Rochester. Although the war of the two religions leaves its scars on their
marriage, Jane is finally able to be happy and find that peace she so
admired Helen for.
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JOURNAL
Award Citation from Judge Adam Robinson: In considering the design of these thirteen commendable journals, I looked at
several factors that go beyond typography and the style of artwork.
Specifically, the categories I kept prioritizing these traits:
• Cohesiveness—Was there a perceptible intentionality to the design, and was it consistent from beginning to end? Was it appropriate for the genre?
• Trim Size—Is the journal easy to hold? If it was shaped like a
traditional literary journal, or a trade magazine, or something
unique, did there seem to be a reason for it?
• Materials—How did the cover feel? Were there different paper
types inside?
• Readability—Was it easy on the eyes? Was any text too close to
the gutter or was the text column too long? Were there embellishments that facilitated or detracted from the reading experience?
The three journals that I thought best played with their formatting
while still presenting an elegant, professional, and evocative experience appropriate for art and literature were, in order from first to
third, Aonian Vol. 61, Sequoya Review 2019, and Castings 2019.
Aonian’s design beautifully captured the look of an old science fiction periodical. It had a strong color theme throughout, used bold
typography at a readable size, and varied the background color of
the pages with a pleasing effect.
Sequoya Review’s design was simple and straightforward, with tidy
type families for the headings and body text, pronounced section
break pages, and a bold header and footer for the folio.
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While Castings had a few too many doodads in the margins, this
magazine did an excellent job locating the poems on the page in a
sensible way. Poems with short lines weren’t pushed to the spine
(an accommodation that makes sense in poems with long lines that
need more room on the page), giving them a sensible amount of
space. Additionally, the graphics showed brilliantly on the bright
paper they selected.
The best way to learn what matters in literary magazine design is
to review as many different journals as possible and decide what
elements best render the work of writers and artists. All of the magazines in this contest have shown that intentionality in one way or
another And that's what I saw in Delta Arts Literary Magazine, the
winner of the online journal contest.
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Amish Trivedi is the author of Your Relationship to Motion Has
Changed (Shearsman) and Sound/Chest (Coven). He has an mfa
from Brown’s Program in Literary Arts and is near the end of a
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an English professor at the University of North Georgia before his
retirement in 2014.
Brent Griffin is the artistic director of Resurgens Theatre Company. A past member of the research staff at Shakespeare’s Globe
Theatre, he holds a Ph.D. in Renaissance drama and performance
studies from fsu, and serves as the founder and chair of Resurgens’
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contemporaries.
Melissa Delbridge is the author of the essay collection Family
Bible (University of Iowa Press, 2008), which explores themes of
race, gender, and sexuality as they impacted her life in the 1960s and
1970s. Her work has appeared in Antioch Review, Third Coast, and
Southern Humanities Review. Her fiction and nonfiction have won
the glca Nonfiction Award, the Theodore Christian Hoepfner Essay Award, and a fiction award from the Southern Women Writers
Conference.
Owen Cantrell studies nineteenth century American literature
and its relationship to labor in American culture. He has also written on Midwestern literature and Bruce Springsteen and folk music.
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Currently, he serves as an Assistant Professor of English at Perimeter College, Georgia State University in Alpharetta, Georgia.
Adam Robinson runs Publishing Genius, an award-winning small
press, and works as a publishing consultant. He received an mfa in
creative writing and publishing from the University of Baltimore.
He is the author of Adam Robinson and Other Poems, which was
nominated for the Goodreads Poetry Award, and Say Poem. He is
also the editor of Our Primary Focus, a book about small press culture featuring interviews with writers, booksellers and publishers.
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The text of The Southern Literary Festival's 2020 Anthology is
set in 11 pt. Adobe Jenson Pro, an old-style serif typeface designed
by Robert Slimbach in 1996. He based his design on the typeface
that Nicholas Jenson cut in Venice around 1470. The titles are set
in 13 pt. medium oblique Futura pt designed by Vladimir Yefimov
in 1995. He based his design on Paul Renner’s 1927 geometric
sans-serif typeface Futura. The staff of The Chestatee Review, ung's
student literary magazine, designed this anthology.
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